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I .  TERMS OF REFEREKCE 
The Consu l t an t  i s  r e q u i r e d  t o  
i. T r a v e l  t o  Barbados t o  meet w i t h  t h e  nanagement of t h e  
Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) and t h e  s t a f f  of t h e  
Caribbean Techno log ica l  Consul tancy S e r v i c e  (CTCS). 
ii Trave l  t o  Jamaica t o  i n t e r v i e w  r e s o u r c e  pe r sons  who have 
worked f o r  CTCS. 
iii T r a v e l  t o  S t .  K i t t s h e v i s ,  Ant igua ,  Dominica, Grenada t o  meet 
wi th  u s e r s  of t h e  s e r v i c e .  
The consul tan:  i s  t o  b road ly  e v a l u a t e  t h e  impact (both  i n  
q u a n t i t a t i v e  and q u a l i t a t i v e  t e r n s )  of t h e  Cen t re  - suppor ted 
"Caribbean Technology Consul tancy S e r v i c e s  Ketwcrk" p r o j e c t  
s i n c e  i t s  i n c e p t i o n  i n  1985 t o  t h e  p r e s e n t  and make 
r e c o m e z d a t i o n s  f c r  f u t u r e  a c t i o n .  Spec i f  i c a i l y  , t h e  
c o n s u l t z n t  s h o u l d :  
. Assess t h e  o v e r a l l  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  of t h e  programme an2 t h e  
p r o j e c t ' s  o p e r a t i o n a l  a c t i v i t i e s ;  
b. Examine t h e  C o s t - e f f e c t i v e n e s s  of t h e  s e r v i c e s ;  
c .  Coment  on t h e  f e e  s t r u c t u r e ;  
d .  Advise on t h e  t e c h n i c a l  r e l i a b i l i t y  and a p p r o p r i a t e n e s s ;  
e .  Examine t h e  u s e  of d a t a  b a s e s  and In fo rmat ion  Handling;  
f .  Analyze t i m e l i n e s s  and d u r a t i o n  of v i s i t s ;  
g .  Coment  on such  a s p e c t s  a s  t h e  c o n s u l t a n t  deems 
a p p r o p r i a t e  t o  t h e  good working of t h e  p r o j e c t ,  such a s  
s t a t e  of t r a i n i n g ,  human s k i l l s  and q u a l i f i c a t i o n s .  
h .  Carry  ou t  any o t h e r  t a s k s  reques ted  a s  deemed necessz ry  
by t h e  D i r e c t o r  of t h e  I n f o m a t i o n  S e r v i c e s  DivisLor.; and 
g .  Submit  a  d e t a i l e d  and s a t i s f a c t o r y  r e p o r t  of t h e  work 
a c c o m p l i s h e d  t o  t h e  D i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  I n f o r m a t i o n  S c i e n c e s  
D i v i s i o n  o f  t h e  C e n t r e .  
(A)  Data Collection 
Input Data and Information for analysing and evaluating the 
performance of the CTCS Network project were sourced from the following: 
(1) Thirteen (13) resource consultants who have performed 
consultancy assignments in nine (9) OECS and regional 
countries and in five of the key economic sectors with the 
highest demand for 'field' technical assignments. 
( 2 )  Twelve (12) liaison officers (Investment Analysts/Loan 
Officers) from the Development Banks and financing 
Institutions in four (4) OECS countries. 
(3) Five (5) staff menbers froK the CTCS Ketwork project and CDE's 
projects department. 
(4) Twenty-four (24) users/clier.ts of the CTCS Ketwork project 
The survey thus atterpted to determine the above persons' 
knowledge of issues covered in the questionnaire, their perceptions and 
their opinions and feelings through a carefully designed questionnaire 
vhich was ad~~iinistered in person through interviews. As far as was 
possible under the particular circumstances at the time, the 
appropriateness of the sample of users was assured on the basis of the 
sectors with the highest demand. Responses to the questionnaire were 
substantiated and corroborated as to the objectivity of the responses 
and by supplementary questions, where necessary. 
(B) Aspects of Effectiveness and Efficiency of the CTCS project 
1. The performance of the CTCS Ketwork Project is evaluated in 
terns of effectiveness and efficiency. The effectiveness of the CTCS 
Setwork project is discussed in terns of the overall and specific 
objectives (see Section 11, B) that were set out in the Memorandum of 
Grant Conditions between the International Development Research Centre 
and the Caribbean Development Bank, that is the degree of accomplishment 
of the stated objectives. 
While effectiveness is obviously a pre-eminent criterion, 
because of the need to be assured that the CTCS Network project was 
accomplishing appropriate objectives (i.e. 'doing the right things'), 
the need for efficiency is not to be overlooked. Efficiency of the 
project's operational activities was evaluated on the basis of how the 
CTCS Setvork project achieve? their objectives with miniaisation of 
Inputs (Resource Consultant's time and financial resources) or how the 
CTCS unit maximized its level of goal achievement with the given set of 
resources. 
2. A resource base of at least one hundred and nineteen 
ir,dividual consultants and institutions are registered with the CTCS 
Setwork project. This resource base, when activated by the CTCS Eetwork 
project, has initiated the appropriate technological changes and has 
assisted in the transfer of, or adaptation of technology to micro, 
smali-scale and uiediun scale businesses and industries in the OECS 
countries. 
The "Network for sharing skills and information on industrial 
matters between Caribbean countries" is a source of good opportunities 
and will continue to have a profound impact on firms' successful 
operations and development by positively influencing their advancements 
in both product and process technology in ten identified economic 
sectors. Several meubers of this resource base are widely dispersed 
throughout the Caribbean - in the faculties of the regional University 
and Industrial Laboratories and Industries of the relatively more 
developed countries in the Caribbean and are au courant with the 
Region's needs, opportunities and its general technological, econolcic 
and socio-cultural environment. 
3. The scope of the CTCS Ketwork services has been provided to 
the following sub-sectors: 
(i) PR1ilATE FOR-PROFIT - Micro, small scale and medium scale 
enterprises, dependent on either domestic or sub-regional 
nzrket environr.ent . 
i i  P I T  tiO:i-FROFIT - Organizaticns like the Kational 
Deveiopncnt Foundations dependent on contributions and/or 
grants froc International agencies, government, but 
constituted outside of governmental authority. 
(iii) PS.IVATE QUASI-PUBLIC - Development Banks and Developnent 
Finance organisations. 
4. )lost of the technological services inclusive of advice and 
information are provided to micro and small scale enterprises. These 
sectors are, in the majority of cases, the only avenues for indigenous 
entrepreneurs and job creation with a minimum of Investment outlay, when 
compared to mediun sized, large firms and State Enterprises. 
While the large firms have a wide array of assistance in the 
form of foreign licensing agreements, franchising, management contracts, 
turnkey contracts and joint ventures; the small scale enterprises have 
to rely on practical knovhov and training of their human resources from 
CTCS resource consultants. 
The range of technological services include feasibility 
studies and implementation assistance for new entrepreneurs and 
enterprises and provision of productivity improvement services to 
existing enterprises. The latter include employee-based, product and 
shop-floor based productivity improvement techniques. 
5. The efficiency or cost-effectiveness of the services offered 
by the CTCS hetvork was compared to the programme of technical 
assistance by an International Agency operating in the small scale 
industries sector. Cost per assignment for the CTCS Network project is 
estimated to be 502 for a similar assignment performed by the 
International Agency. 
(C) Consnltin; Fee Structure/Clientsl Contribution 
1. The original guideline in this context was 'to make available 
to industrial enterprises, at the lowest possible cost, a vide range of 
key technologicel advice and infornation to which they now have little 
or no access at the national level for improved productivity, quality, 
pricing and marketing'. 
Inherent in this guideline is the fundamental socio-economic 
purpose and basic thrust of the CTCS's network project rcission. The 
consulting charge, at the lowest possible cost, reflected the view that 
small businesses have liquidity problems, and debtlequity ratios are 
such that in their formative years they typically have very small equity 
bases and can not access other loans. 
However, to maximise the productivity of the budgeted funds of 
the CTCS Letwork project in terms of increasing consulting assignment 
per subsidized assigment cost, the following alternatives are offered: 
( i )  S h a r e  c o s t  be tween t h e  CTCS Network p r o j e c t  and c l i e n t  on e a c h  
a s s i g n o e n t .  A f i v e  day a s s ignmen t  c o s t  US $1600 and a  t e n  day  
a s s ignmen t  US $3200. Most o f  t h e  a s s i g n m e n t s  f a l l  i n t o  t h e s e  
Bi-Modal c l a s s e s .  C u r r e n t l y ,  e a c h  c l i e n t  i s  cha rged  $750 i n  
t h e  c u r r e n c y  of t h e  c o u n t r y  i n  which  t h e  a s s ignmen t  i s  
per formed.  
( i i )  The CTCS u n i t  b e a r s  t h e  ' s e t - u p '  c o s t s  of  a i r f a r e  and 
honora r iuc .  of US $100/day  f o r  t h e  c o n s u l t a n t  and t h e  c l i e n t  
b e a r s  t h e  e x p e n s e s  of  Board and Lodge f o r  t h e  c o n s u l t a n t .  
(D) T e c h n i c ~ l  R e l i a b i l i t y  and A p p r o p r i a t e n e s s  of  CTCS Network 
P r o i 2 c t  S e r v i c e s  
The q u a l i t y  of t h e  c o n s u l t a n t s '  e x p e r t i s e  and problem s o l v i n g  
c z ~ a b i l i t y  i n  t h e  f i e l d  i s  a t t e s t e d  t o  by t h e  h i g h  d e g r e e  o f  
s a t i s f a c t i o n  of s e v e n t y - f i v e  p e r c e n t  of t h e  a s s i g n m e n t s  a u d i t e d  i n  t h e  
s a e p l e  s u r v e y .  
The r e s p o n s e s  r e f l e c t e d  t h e  d e g r e e  of  f i t n e s s  o r  s u i t a b i l i t y  
of  t h e  c o n s u l t a n t s  f o r  t h e  p a r t i c n l a r  a s s i g n m e n t  and i n d i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  
n e a s u r e  of t h e  s a t i s f a c t i o n  of  c l i e n t ' s  n e e d s .  
However, f o r  b e n e f i t s  of any  c o n s u l t a n c y  a s s ignmen t  t o  be  
p a s s e d  on a s  p a r t  of t h e  l e a r n i n g  and development  p r o c e s s  o f  
e n t r e p r e n e u r s ,  one of t h e  o b j e c t i v e s  o f  t h e  CTCS's s e r v i c e s  s h o u l d  be t o  
h e l p  t h e  mic ro  o r  s m a l l  s c a l e  e n t r e p r e n e u r  t o  h e l p  h i m s e l f .  
A l t e r n a t i v e s  s u g g e s t e d  i n  (C) s h o u l d  promote  g r e a t e r  s e l f  dependence 
among e n t r e p r e n e u r s  by e n c o u r a g i n g  g r e a t e r  a t t e m p t s  a t  problem s o l v i n g  
i n  r e c u r r i n g  r e l a t i v e l y  s i m p l e  t y p e  p rob lems .  
Workshops f o r  upgradi .ng t h e  r e s o u r c e  c o n s u l t a n t s  t o  t h a t  of  
' p r o c e s s  c o n s u l t a n t s '  a r e  n e c e s s a r y  i n  some s e c t o r s .  The p r o c e s s  
c o n s u l t a n t s  w i l l  be conce rned  w i t h  p a s s i n g  on h i s  a p p r o a c h ,  methods and 
v a l u e s  s o  t h a t  the  e n t e r p r i s e  i t s e l f  can d iagnose  and remedy some of  i t s  
r ecurr ing  type  problems.  
(E) Validation of the Role of the CTCS Network Project 
The overall socio-economic purpose of the project (CTCS 
Ketvork) as reflected in the Statement of Overall Objective is 'to 
increase the capacity of Caribbean countries to meet their technological 
requirements for efficient operation of existing industries and the 
development of new productive enterprises which create employment, earn 
foreign exchange or contribute to increasing growth in the region'. 
Thus the role of the CTCS project is valid because the project 
continues to satisfy and work towards these basic purposes. The 
potentiil and future contributions of micro, small scale and 
~r.?dicz-sized enterprises to the socio-economic goals of the Caribbean 
cous~ries and individuzl nation's economy in terms of productive output 
acc! job creation at low cost is a sine qua non in consideration of any 
deve1opr.er.t plans and programmes. The lov volume English speaking 
Caribbean r.arket of four to five million people (with approximately 20% 
in the sub-regional OECS grouping) with widely varying purchasing power, 
places a size constraint on the size of enterprises hoping to benefit 
froc econocies of scale. However, as is evidenced by the survey, micro 
and mail scale enterprises have a natural fit in this regional 
environnient. This includes the ability to fill limited demands in small 
island economies (e.g. agro-industrial and food processing); flexibility 
to adapt rapidly to special conditions (e.g. garment industries); and a 
propensity for labour intensive, high skill precision work (as in 
handicraftlartisan type skills). 
These small scale enterprises are generally dependent upon the 
existing infrastructure and have a multiplicity of handicaps and needs 
in all functional areas - capital/loan financing, marketing, 
quality/standards, technical skills and lack of access to technological 
infomatiori and appropriate technology. 
In the Caribbean sub-region of the OECS countries, the local 
parastatal agencies and Chamber of Commerce provide partial assistance 
and services in capital/financing, marketing and general business 
practices. But there is a technological hiatus in the provision of 
services by the aforementioned organizations and this has been the 
raison d'etre for the CTCS Ketwork in fulfilling this need. 
T' Anus the rcission statenent, as explicitly stated, provides 
critical p r ~ ~ i s e s  for the CTCS's work programme and its existence within 
tk,e orgzrizationz? structure of the CDb. 
A Kission Statecent that is sppropriate to the evolving and 
future work of the CTCS Ketwork can be summarized in the following: 
r ,c crc.ztc c x i  e,~c):t .  the  t ~ c k ? ; ~ i ~ ? i c z Z ; I  p o s u ~ i b i i i t i e s  t-*- th6 
- - 
c ,  2 ? r r ; ~ ~ i ~ c ~ ;  E C I ~  i r~dus tr tcZ  er,tcr?r<ses i C a r i ~ b e a ~ ;  
cc>):zr<es i): ~ E T ; , - ? ; L : ,  bwt t r ,  the  l e s s  developc2 cou); t~. ies  i): prrrticuZcr, 
- .  . 7 .  LC. ~ ? ~ S ~ . C I C C I Y I ~  tcchncio,nical i n f o m z t i o ) ;  ( o f  o p p s r t x i t ?  
- .  .. .- . 
E Z ~ A C ~ G I / ~ ~ ; E - ~ ~ C S : C C I  L';ZZJ s tud te s , f e a s i b i l i t y  stl idies/genercI ark 
. r. 
ESE3CI . -22  pr02j.c: CY.S prseess ir , fomztio7: ,  e t c . )  t k t  i s  c~?r . ; , -~ i c t e  for. 
i ~ i i g e x c ~ s  i n d d s t r i c t  ciezelopme~t ( i . e .  stCmilating and deve lcpi7:~  
. .. zr,s:ger,cus er.trepre)leursl, and 
In fomat ior ,  uork methods and bas i c  prociuctivity improveme);-, 
tech)ltq;tes (tech?;olo_cp-based, employee-based, task-based, product-basec', 
e t c . )  t h a t  haus beer. success fu l l y  i n t r o d u c ~ d  i n  o ther  pZar,ts i n  tiic 
Caribbem;, 
- T i ; ~ ~ ~ c k  i7iC;u~trtaZ e x t e ~ ~ s i o ~  ar,d l i c i sor ,  s e rv i ces ,  in-,-lax; 
. . 
C G ) ; S S ~ ~ L S ? ; C ~  at:d i,rp iexsz ta t io , ;  a s s < s t a ) i c ~  , t ) ; -plrr?; t  t?~czr.=r.g, 
wor%si;o,ns/ser~i~;~r, e t c .  
The network of knowledge and skills based resource that are 
registered with the CTCS project can be further expanded and 
strengthened in performance of the above activities under the 
co-ordination oi the CTCS 'unit'. 
It is to be noted that although the technological thrust will 
be unique to the CTCS unit, packages of technical assistance to small 
scale enterprises have managerial and business elements that are 
inextricably intertwined. Hence the leading edge is technological but 
support from such enterprises in other functional areas are necessary. 
111. INTRODUCTIOK AKD PROCEDURE 
(A) This section of the report maps out the procedure and approach 
used by the consultant in the programme of visits and discussions and 
interviews as required by the Terms of Reference. 
The consultant in order to secure the maximum and relevant 
amount of information and coverage, held preliminary discussions with 
the Management and Officers of the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) and 
the staff of the Caribbean Technological Consultancy Services (CTCS) 
network. 
The Records and Re~orts perused, consisted of annual reports, 
conputer printouts, client files, other CTCS reports and publications. 
Other infomation of events and conditions (stored in the minds of the 
CTCS network extension officers) of field experience in providing 
technical assistance, proved useful. Although a questionnaire was 
developed for structured questioning in interviews, responses of 
interviewees vere also tested and elaborated on where necessary or 
relevant. Thus other questions not formally recorded on the 
questionnaire vere used to supplement, support and confirm or correct 
previous responses by interviewees. 
The Management of the CTCS Network project are of the viev 
that the overall and specific objectives are still valid and desirable 
and the statement of objectives is reiterated for ease of reference in 
sub-section B. 
The role of the CTCS Network project can be viewed in 
perspective in sub-section C as excerpted from papers presented by 
managenent to external audiences, seminars/conferences. 
In identifying and selecting suitable and acceptable measures 
of effectiveness of the programme and project's operational activities, 
the consultant searched for congruent areas in the various perspectives 
of: 
1. CTCS Network staff and extension officers 
2. Clients/users view of the benefits received and the 
3. Resource persons or consultants' point of view. 
For example, the CTCS Management and Extension Officers saw the 
effectiveness of the unit in terms of number of technical assistance 
solutions delivered in the field; the client, that the eventual benefit 
would eventually improve his profitability!cash flow situation; the 
Resource Consuitant, that he has assisted a firm to survive by 
correcting a deteriorating situation or assisting the client to grow and 
expand or develop a totally new situation requiring a creative solution. 
The programne of visits and discussions and interviews is 
attached as Appendix I. 
The questionnaire for the field interviews is attached as 
Appendix 11. 
( b )  State~ent of Overall and Specific Objectives 
The general and specific objectives of the project entitled, 
"Caribbean Technological Consultancy Services Network (CTCS)" is set out 
in the Memorandum of Grant Conditions between the IKTERVATIOKAL 
DEVELOPHEKT RESEARCH CEKTRE and the CARIBBEAK DEVELOPHEXT BAXI;. 
The overall objective of the Project (CTCS Network) is to 
increase the capacity of Caribbean countries to meet their technological 
requirements for efficient operation of existing industries and the 
developxent of new productive enterprises which create employment, earn 
foreign exchange or contribute to increasing growth in the region. 
The specific objectives of the project are as follows: 
a. To establish a network for sharing skills and information on 
industrial matters between Caribbean countries which can then 
be eventually self-supporting; 
b. To provide industrial information support to national 
information nodes; 
c. To make available to industrial enterprises, at the lowest 
possible cost, a wide range of key technological advice and 
informztion to which they now have little or no access at the 
natiozal level, for improved productivity, quality, pricing 
and mrketing; 
d. To provide practical know-how to local endeavours and 
opportunities in the industrial field; 
e. To perranently increase national skills by facilitating 
transfer of knowledge; and 
f. To triin local h u ~ a n  resources. 
(C) Excerpts: Perspective on the Role of the CTCS Network 
Project 
1. Technical Assii-ance Operations and Programmes, Caribbean 
Development Bank, paper prepared for the consultation and co-ordination 
meeting between Latin American business organizations and international 
cooperation agencies, August 1988. 
The CTCS network, established by the Bank in 1982, provides a 
mechanisn: by which the knowledge and skills already accumulated but 
scattered through the bank's member countries can be mobilized and 
applied to the needs of Caribbean industry, and where appropriate, 
adapted and transferred to productive enterprises. CDB has operated the 
Network with co-funding from the United States Agency for international 
Development (USAID), the United Nations Development Programme (UhPP) and 
the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) of Canada. 
CTCS is organized as an informal cooperative association of 
technological institutions, universities, information centres, 
development banks and individual specialists of the region. CDB 
coordinates and administers the Network's programme, which offers the 
services of qualified and experienced specialists to assist the small to 
medium sized manufacturers in overcoming technical problems. For a fee 
of $750 local currency a small or medium sized business can obtain the 
services of one of these specialists for up to 15 working days. CDE 
pays the return airfare (econouiy) of the specialist, a per diem to cover 
living expenses and an honorarium of US $100 per working day. Since the 
inception of the CTCS Ketwork, consultancy services have been provided 
to approximately 200 businesses, in addition to responding to over 600 
individual requests for information. In 1987 alone 53 field consultancy 
visits were conducted and for the first six months of 1988 this figure 
has already been exceeded. The increasing demand placed on the CTCS is 
a clear indication of the degree to which the service is filling a need 
among the Region's small and medium sized entrepreneurs. 
2. Paper presented to Second Development Finance Corporations' 
Seminar for challenge of providing Cost Effective Technical Assistance 
to .Small and Medium Sized Private Sector Development Project - 
Dellimore, June 1988. 
There are two underlying principles which are never 
compromised in sound and effective technical assistance operations. 
Firstly: 
( 1 )  They play a cstalytic role in development projects; i.e, a 
relatively small technical assistance input generates major 
qualitative and quantitative changes in the overall 
performance of the benefitting enterprise. 
For example, a TA assignment to train staff in a manufacturing facility 
in proper equipment maintenance and operation might cost only $3,000 but 
it could reduce maintenance costs by, say, $10,00O/yr and increase plant 
output by, say, 15% and profits by as much as 30% from, say, $200,00O/yr 
to $260,0(50/yr, because of its impact on down-time, materials losses, 
worker productivity, etc. Thus, a once-and-for-all investment of only 
$3,000 could over a five-year period earn $300,000 - $100 for every $1 
irivested! Fel; legiti~ete investrcents other than technical assistance 
could generate such returns; and the above estimates are conservative. 
Secondly: 
( 2 )  They do not have to be repeated because they transfer 
capabilities to continue the process initiated by the 
assistance provided. 
This is, by far, the most difficult condition to achieve, because many 
factors including Donor and Beneficiary attitudes and values often work 
against the transfer process. 
The Technical Assistance Agency or In-House Task Force 
Creation of an in-house Task Force or technical assistance 
agency to deliver technical assistance and to conduct company operations 
audits of borrowers and potential borrowers in one or more sectors (to 
assess general working conditions, technical facilities, operational 
conditions, products, costs, organisation and management, marketing and 
financing), identify technical weaknesses and strengths and in?plement 
remedial and forvard planning measures is a tempting optior.. Alnoct 
every Caribbean country has tried this approach in one form or other in 
the agro-industrial subsector. The impact so far is not encouraging. 
The evidence suggests it is almost impossible to institutionalize the 
wide range of technical inputs required by small enterprises. In 
addition, entrepreneurs prefer to receive assistance from 'hands-on' 
specialists who work in similar business than from 'institutional 
experts'. For example, the Caribbean Technological Consultancy Services 
(CTCS) Ketwork, described later, received fifty-three requests for 
'Direct' technical assistance in 1967; but only in seven cases (132') did 
technical assistance (resource) institutions provide the exper:ise 
required. h%y? Becarlse the problems are mainly in the area of 
operating techniques and repair and maintenance which tend to be 
plant-specific. 
Recognising the potential of experienced local specialists as 
a resource for technical assistance, CDB began an experiment in 1982 to 
help small and nedium-sized enterprises tap this source in solving 
technical proble~~s. In collaboration with various national technical 
and development banking institutions, a cooperative network was 
established to pronote development, use and sharing of 'local' expertise 
in the Region to solve technical problems of small and medium-sized 
enterprises. The Caribbean Technological Consultancy Services (CTCS) 
Network pilot project proved a success and went into full operation in 
mid-1984. It is run by a full-time 'Coordinator' who is assisted 'by two 
part-time extension officers. Because of the net-working mechanism this 
small team is able to mobilise expertise from throughout the Region to 
provide assistance at a minimal fee of $750 local currency to a large 
nurber of enterprises requiring technical assistance. In 1967 it 
responded to 53 such requests (plus 144 requests for information). 
The main products provided by the CTCS Network are: 
(a) a question and answer technical enquiry service; 
(b) 'select' infomation packages on processes or techniques of 
potential interest to a substantial number of enterprises; 
(c) show how or hands-on advisory services by resource persons who 
travel to the requester's facilities. to solve specific 
problems and train counterparts; 
(dl shcrt training courses for technical personnel on specific 
problem areas; 
(e! publication of industry profiles for small enterprises; 
(fj publication of an annually updated directory of Resource 
Persons available through the Ketwork; and 
(el publication of a quarterly newsletter to keep users aware of 
its activities. 
This regional approach to tapping local expertise enjoys 
considerable success. Surprisingly, a substantial proportion of the 
'experts' used Ere small entrepreneurs in the small type of business as 
the beneficiary. Many of the 'experts' were themselves trained through 
technical assistance received from the Network. They are usually quite 
willing to provide assistance to others who are not in direct 
competition with them. It is unlikely that an entirely national network 
could operate in exactly the same way; but establishment of National 
hetworks in conjunction with the regional system would further enhance 
the access of enterprises to Caribbean expertise. 
I .  ANALYSIS OF CATEGORIZED DATA Ah?) EXPRESSED VIEWPOINTS OF CLIEXTS 
OF CTCS PROJECT, FEBRUARY - MARCH, 1989 
A .  Technical Services Needed by the Micro/Small Scale Enterprises 
and Mediu~ Scale Industries 
The overall objective of the project (CTCS Network) is to 
increase the capacity of Caribbean countries to meet their technological 
requirements for efficient operation of existing industries and the 
development of nev productive enterprises which create employment, earn 
foreign exchange cr contribute to increasing growth in the region. 
In a broad sense, technical assistance and services include 
appropriate activities that assist the enterprise's operation and 
mznagerent, whether to prospective entrepreneurs in creating and 
stiirting-up ner enterprises or upgrading and modernizing existing 
enterprises. In the present report, the types of assistance which 
industrial consultants can render can be categorized into five (5) 
function;l classifications. 
DESIGK ASD LYGIKEEP,Ih'G SERVICES 
Project feasibility studies; factory and plant design; 
construction, installation and start-up, preparation of specifications 
(tenders) for equipment and evaluation of bids. 
TECWOLOGICAL SERVICES 
Product design and development; process know-how; raw material 
specifications; plant layout and production methods; product quality 
standards and specifications; quality control; packaging. 
Part of these services may be relevant research, designed to meet 
the needs of individual enterprises, thus it may include technological 
research to solve a specific problec., but not of the type of general 
technologiczl research. 
BUSIKESS ECONOYTCS AKD PROFITABILITY AKALYSES 
Project and profitability analysis (break-even analysis, rate of 
return, KPV, IRR and Bankability Studies). Capital and Operating 
Budgets, Cost-Price-Profit relationships. 
MAEAGEMEKT SERVICES 
Planning and control methods in the functional areas of management 
- production, accounting and financial, marketing, general management. 
IN-PLAh'T TRAIKIKG PROGRmES 
Training operatives and maintenance workers. In-plant training for 
new recruits, supervisors and technicians. The above type of training 
must be provided in the factory itself and is net the general type of 
instruction given by a technical training or apprenticeship centre. 
Thus in exanining the technical reliability and appropriateness of the 
CTCS service, one must appreciate that the above context of technical 
assistance and services in field practice is more appropriate to the 
more mature medium-scale industries. 
. Characteristics of Scale of Operations 
The clients of the CTCS project exhibited characteristics of 
size which would categorize these operations as Micro-Enterprises, 
Small-Scale Enterprises and Medium Scale Enterprises. 
Only one of the enterprises, Dominca Coconut Products (vith 
sales of EC$23 million and employing one hundred and sixty five (165)  
employees and exporting 85-90% of its production to the widest regional 
markets) possessed sophisticated managerial and technical personnel and 
formal organizational procedures. 
Of the two enterprises that can be classified as medium-scaled 
(in terms of turnover and numbers employed), the machinery was light 
(industrial sewing machines and spooling equipment) and the 
technological content of the process labour intensive, but with 
dexterity in manual skill content. One of the medium-scale enterprises 
was 100% export oriented as the enterprise produced batches under 
sub-contract for its foreign principal. The other medium-scale 
enterprise produced for export under the CBI's 807 agreements. However, 
under these conditions, value added was basically equivalent to salaries 
and wages of factory workers because there were no local technological 
inputs (of Design and Engineering, Research and Development, etc.). 
It is coiricidental that the above three firms were not able to 
benefit frorr :he use of the CTCS consultancy assignments, zlthough they 
expressed satisfactior~ with the assign men:^. 
The Dominica Coconut Products Limited stopped production of 
coconut oil because it was unecono~ical. As a result they did not need 
the blow mculded containers. The Coiltronics Limited had a change of 
management and resorted to its principal for its quality control and 
inspection system. Sun Island clothes had labour problems just prior to 
the assignment and did not use the time and motion studies as a basis 
for production standars and pay incentives. 
The enterprises that obtained maximum benefits with 
significant changes and major improvement in all of the functional and 
business areas of their operations (Technological, economic and 
management) were the micro and small scale enterprises. 
The Characteristics and attributes are wide ranging: 
1. Employment varying from four (4) to thirty (30) persons. 
2. Equipment - portable power tools and some light machinery 
and equipment from ECS25,OOO to just under ECS500,OOO. 
3. Sales from EC55,OOO to just under EC$1,000,000. 
4. Neighbourhood market through islandwide to neighbouring 
island market. 
5 .  Low equity base and loan from National Development 
Bank/Commerical Banks. 
6. Little or no access to technically trained or experienced 
workforce; or with tradit'ional experience (e.g. in bakery 
practices) and limited opportunities for information on 
modernization (without CTCS help). 
7. Manage~.ent is simple and formal record keeping bare (e.g. 
lack of simplified acco~nting systems). Associated 
problem arise, such as cash flow projections even when 
activities are expanding, poor knowledge of 
cost-price-profit-volume relationships. 
It is in this segment (of Micro and small scale enterprises) 
in the spectrum of the industrial structure that technical assistance 
based on an integrated approach of almost total assistance (i.e. 
technological, management, marketing and accounting etc.,) will be 
required, as co~pared to the demand for technical assistance of 
technology related information for larger enterprises in the Caribbear.. 
Of the two hundred and eleven (211) requests for technical assistance, 
since the formal inauguration of the CTCS unit, it is suggested that 
80-907; might have been requested by micro and small businesses. A 
somewhat dated statistic from the U.S. Department of Commerce revealed 
that 89;; of the small businesses employed, ten (10) persons and less. 
Micro and small businesses have become more attractive to talented, 
entrepreneurial persons. 
In the Caribbean, the Nationai Development Foundation has been 
able to create jobs and work places at ECS2000 per job in some 
manufacturing operations (woodworking, leather-craft). 
However, the care and attention needed for survival by micro 
and small businesses is revealed in the startling statistics, that of 
the 500,000 plus new businesses that are born each year in the USA only 
half live as long as eighteen (18) months, and another 25% eke out an 
existence at subsistence levels until they die within five years. 
But given the low opportunity cost of employment in the 
Caribbean, it is possible that many micro and small businesses will 
contin~e to barely survive and these will need the assistance ~f the 
CTCS cnit . 
It is to be noted that free do^ of entrepreneurial opportunity 
leads to either success or failure and the right to make choices (wrong 
or right) is the essence of the free enterprise systems. The high 
failure rate is equally due to ease of entry as to poor management and 
lack of experience in other business areas. 
The general conclusion is that if more than 502 of the two 
hundred and eleven enterprises that received techical assistance are 
alive and growing to maturity (hence implying some degree of efficiency 
and innovation), then this benefit to cost (ECS3000 per technical 
assistance) is highly desirable as compared to any alternative use of 
the program funds in question. 
C. Requirements - OECS Countries at Earlier Stages of 
Industrialization 
In the OECS countries that are at relatively earlier stages of 
industrialization, the micro and small scale enterprises prefer 
'show-how' demonstration, guidance and assistance in all aspects of 
establishment, management and operation. This is particularly 
appropriate in OECS countries, for the emergence of a new class of 
entrepreneurs, especially from the indigenous sector of the population. 
The CTCS co-ordinator and extension officers have adopted an 
active attitude and undertake work on their own initiative, acting as 
Resource Consultants and providing technical conselling including visits 
and consultations, advice and guidance. They are therefore 
knowledgeable of the immediate needs and problems of their clientele and 
have used the effective methods aforementioned to negotiate technical 
assistazcc agreements. In another section of this report dealing with 
the role of the Rescurce Consultants, two roles, that of Resource 
Consultant (specialist for specific proble~ solving usually at shop 
floor level) and that of Process Consultant, will be more deeply 
discussed. 
The ultimate objective of the CTCS is to help the micro or 
snall scale industrialist or manager to help himself. The Process 
Consultant is concerned with passing on his approach, methods and values 
so that the enterprise itself can diagnose and remedy its ohm problems. 
The two roles are however, to be seen as mutually supportive and 
complementary. 
In the selection of Resource Consultants for shop floor 
problems, specific matching characteristics of the problem (in terms of 
Product, Process, Plant and Machinery and Raw Materials) to the 
experience of the consultant must be considered. 
Many practical consultants with years of experience (usually 
repetitive) have had their 'hands-on' practice in narrowly specialized 
arezs or special-purpose equipment and cannot easily translate or 
transfer their experience into another environment. 
One consultant with experience in the printing industry was 
not able to succeed in his mission in a printing firm where Heidelberg 
printing presses and equipment was used, but was highly successful in 
another OECS country in which the client had Swedish 'SOU'A' printing 
presses. 
In a second illustration, the Resource Consultant although 
having experience of film extrusion process (but at what depth) was 
unsble to properly set the tooling (high precision) for control of the 
iilrr. thickness a:ld width. 
Frcz r y  experience with shop floor problems dealing with 
product, process, equipnent and ~aterials, most of these problems can be 
identified arl solved within half a day to three days (unless a part has 
to be r,.zzufactured). 
Paradoxical as it r , a y  seerc, machine set-up and training of 
operatives for special purpose machines can also be easily done within 
three tc five days, assuming that the recruits have a basic secondary 
school education vith science subjects or Technical-Vocational subjects 
(such as Engineering Science, Workshop Technology). Such operative 
training must be distinguished from the long-term Craftsman 
Apprenticeship Scheme which takes from three to four years to journeyman 
status. 
D. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The 'show-how' type of assistance, demonstration and guidance 
is necessary in 'the start-up of operations of micro and small scale 
enterprises in the Caribbean, but the ultimate objective of any 
extensio- agency is to help the aicro and small scale entrepreneurs to 
a t t a i n  i n c r e a s i n g  d e g r e e s  of  s e l f - r e l i a n c e .  
Thus two b a s i c  r o l e s  o f  Resource  P e r s o n s / C o n s u l t a n t s  a r e  I 
c a l l e d  f o r  a s  a g e n t s  of  change ,  one  as Resource  C o n s u l t a n t  and t h e  o t h e r  
a s  P r o c e s s  C o n s u l t a n t .  
Many of t h e  ~ o n s u l t a n t s / ~ e s a u r c e  p e r s o n s  a r e  c a p a b l e  of 
assuming b o t h  r o l e s  as t h e  o c c a s i o n  demands. However, a  workshop s h o u l d  
be o r g a n i z e d  t o  i n c l u d e :  
1 .  B a s i c  r o l e s  o f  R e s o u r c e / P r o c e s s  C o n s u l t a n t  
2 .  C o ~ p l e m e n t a r y  r o l e s  of  C o n s u l t a n t I C l i e n t  
3 .  . P r o b l e n  d e f i n i t i o n  
4 .  Types and l e v e l s  of  change  
5.  An a p p r e c i a t i o n  of t h e  f u l l  r a n g e  of t e c h n i c z l  a s s i s t a n c e  and 
s e r v i c e s  needed by Micro and Smal l  S c a l e  E n t e r p r i s e s  (Design 
and E n g i n e e r i n g ,  T e c h n o l o g i c a l ,  Economic, k n a g e r o e n t ,  
T r a i n i n g .  
V. AKALYSIS OF THE DATA AND EXPRESSED VIEWS OF THE RESOURCE PERSOSS 
WHO HAVE WORKED FOR CTCS 
A. Role and Profile of the Resource Persons 
In the sample interviewed in Jamaica, the resource persons 
manifested qualities and other attributes of higher education and 
technical training in specialized fields, and experience, that were more 
than adequate to act as Industrial advisers and professional probl;?m 
solvers in the traditional and associated fields. 
Their background inclusive of expereince and training 
particularly qualified the= to undertake independent unbiased studies of 
industrial problems (in their field) or to select one of several 
~lternatives courses of action which should be implemented. 
The characteristics of the resource persons in the sample 
interviewed included the following: 
At least 80: of the sample possessed 
1. A Bachelor's degree and five to nine years of previous 
experience in a relatively advanced environment, and 
2. High strengths in the technological areas and with managenent 
experience at least at middle level. Thus they were able to 
view technological consulting services in the conventional 
modes, as 
i. a mechanism for strategically introducing appropriate or 
relevant technologies for the small scale and medium 
scale enterprises in the Caribbean to improve 
productivity and quality of product and efficiency of 
process, and as 
ii. a profession61 service that helps managers to analyse and 
solve practical problems or transfer successful 
techniques and practices from one enterprise to another. 
To exemplify this latter point, the owner of Dura Chem Manufacturing 
Limited in Grenada was loud in praises of the capability of Ms.Angela 
Hochoy of Seprod Limited for the formulations she supplied for the 
firm's dishwashing liquid, soap powder, etc. She was able to note for 
him other sources of formulation information. 
RESULT: The firm is able to compete in quality and price with 
Trinidadian firms which are much larger in scale of operations. About 
332 of the resource persons interviewed displayed (or rather expressed) 
faniliarity with the various entrepreneurial developsent approaches 
which have j?rovid?d the basis for ccrrent smal.1 enterprise deve1opcer.t 
practices. They knew of the importance of the interaction of the 
various functionel aspects of an enterprise and that change in one 
function have influencing repercussions in other functions. 
They are aware that micro and small scale enterprise clients 
in the Caribbean are usually not the best educated and complementary 
roles cf consultant and client are required and the client's self-esteem 
must be maintained, although they provide the technically oriented 
assistance. 
It must not be misconstrued that the other 67% of the resource 
persons do not empathize with small scale entrepreneurs. They are aware 
that in starting up of small business operations, mistakes will happen 
and it is part of the general learning process and the consultant's task 
is to minimise the consequences of errors made in the early stages. 
One of the consultants, Mr. Rory Peynado, a Civil Engineer, by 
profession, who has achieved a respectable status with an Engineering 
Consultancy firc., in order to make his assignment successful, h ~ l  tc 
perform some 'hands-on' work to construct 'testing equipment and 
apparatus' so that his actual assignment (according to the terms of 
reference) of Quality Control and testing of concrete blocks could be 
performed. 
He and many others have adopted simple styles and approaches 
to be more effective in obtaining the desired results rather than 
maintain a professional air and emphasis on intrinsic expertise. They 
realize that in dealing with small enterprises, a failure on the part of 
the consultant could keep the enterprise stalled. 
B. Other Aspects of the Technical Reliability and Appropriateness 
of the Services of the Resource Persons/Consultants 
In the context of Industrial and Technological Consultancy 
Services, areas of advice fall into 
Design and Engineering 
Technological 
Business Econor.ics and Management 
Training Problems. 
The consultant's work begins with some condition that is 
considered unsatisfactory (as seen by the client) and capable of 
ioprovement. The successful assignment ends with a condition in which a 
change has taken place, a change that must be seen and/or evidenced as 
an improvement (improved quality by some rational standard, increased 
profits, etc.). 
At least 15-202 of the sample clients were very satisfied and 
902 expressed satisfaction with the assignments. The CTCS 'unit' is 
also incorporating audits of changes in certain conditions, in their 
evaluation questionnaire of the consultancy assignment. 
In soEe assignments, the consultant has had to master delicate 
balancing roles as an agent of change, but maintaining his advisory role 
and not make delicate decisions on behalf of managers who want the 
consultant to act on their behalf. 
As advisers, the consultant's responsibility is for the 
quality and integrity of their advice and the consultant must maintain 
this independence whilst involving the client to perform the 
inplementation. 
Strong client-consultant co-operation results in successful 
joint accomplishcent and reflects the quality of the consultant's 
advice. 
One of :he resource persons, Ms. Sandra Scott, explained the 
above si~uation in one of the assignments which was rated as 
unsuccessful by the client. 
C. The conclusion is that the resource persons in the sa~ple 
inten-iewed have a good perspective of the role of consultants, and by 
their performance in the range, scope and characteristics of their 
assignments, have demonstrated their appropriateness and technical 
relizbility and competence. 
VI. OTHER ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAMHE AND PROJECT'S OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
BASED ON THE PERFORMANCE REPORTS (1985-1988) Ah?) ACTUAL OUTPUTS AND 
ACTIVITIES OF THE CTCS EXTITY 
A. The measures of effectiveness and impact of the CTCS Network, 
as accepted by the CTCS Steering Committee and Management of the 
division/section, have been expressed in terms of the major activities 
and outputs as seen in the Table VI. 
Higher values have been attached to the following outputs in 
relation to others. 
(1) Technical enquiries answered by provision of written 
inEonxztion. 
( 2 )  Technical production problems in industry solved by visits of 
experts (consultants). 
Between the period January 1, 1985 to December 31, 1968, the 
CTCS Iietvork. provided five hundred and forty four (544) technical 
enquiries answered by provision of written information and managed tvo 
hundrel and eleven (211) technical production problems in industry 
solved by visits of resource persons/consultants. 
For technical enquiries, the variance between actual 
(achieved) and proposed (projected) is favourable since there was 
practically no gap in 1985 and 1986, and the gap in 1987 was compensated 
for in 1986. 
1. For technical field production problems, the cumulative 
achievement ratio is 702. This is calculated on actual achievements of 
two hundred and eleven (211) and a base of three hundred (300) proposed 
(60 + 70 + 80 + 90). In analyses of variances of budgets expressed in 
monetary terns, a 102 gap may be considered unfavourable depending on 
the contingent nature of the budget item. But I would consider a 30:c 
gap as an acceptable level of perfomance given the general 
environmental conditions in the Caribbean and the Manpouer Resource 
Programing within the CTCS unit per se. 
33 1/32 of the users requiring information requests have been 
from small-medium scale industries whilst the others are from 
infrastructural institutions (government, development finance, research 
institutes). This statistic reflects the relative degree of development 
in comparing the small and medium scale industrial sector, and the 
fornal institutional structure, and the different modes of transfer of 
For ezterprises now starting up or in the early (first and 
second years) years oi operation, technical assistance in the mode of 
probleiz solvinf in situ is preferred to communication through 
correspondence, since mzcy of the o~mer/managers are now learning to 
steer the enterprises, and immediate demonstrations and answers can be 
fed back by the Consultant. 
As the firm begins to grow to maturity, attitudinal and 
behavioral changes nay be undertaken by the Process Consultant in 
devising the appropriate strategy for implementing the proposed change, 
to using the more economical and time-saving IR mode vis a vis the Field 
Problem Solving Mode. 
MAJOR ACT I V I T I CS AND OIJTI'UTS OF T l l E  NCTWORK 
Outputs 
1. Technical Enquir ies Answered by 
Provis ion of Wr i t ten information 
(Achieved) 
2. Technical Production Problcrns i n  
Industry Solved by V i s i t s  of  
Experts (Achieved) 
3. Annual Meeting National Inst.. 
(Achieved) 
4. Meetings Steering Comnittee 
(Achieved) 
(a)  Compendium Pro ject  P ro f i l es  
(Achieved) 
(b)  Newsletters 
(Achieved) 
(c )  D i rec to ry  
(Achieved) 
1 (d )  lnformat.ion Package5 (Achicvcd) 
I 1985 I 1986 1 1987 1 1988 (Extrapolated) 1 1988 (Cumulated) 
(2)  Reduced t o  4/ycar. 
Process Consultants can improve the confidence and 
self-reliance of clients thus optimizing the use of the funds for major, 
extra-ordinary or unusual problems requiring field visit. 
3. Tvc sectors, Agro-Industry/Food Processing and Energy (NRSE),  
accounted for 6 7 %  of the written information requests. For technical 
assistance in the field, tvo sectors - the Industrial Chemicals, 
Petro-Chemicals and Agro-Industry/Food Processing, accounted for 
slightly under 6 0 %  of the demand. 
The nzture of consulting requires an outlook for future 
cpportunities and enhancing the effectiveness of its resources for 
future decznds. Specialization of services by sectors will gain 
icportance in future years. To continue to meet the criteria of 
professiocal cospetence and effectiveness, the CTCS netvork will have to 
2evelop and apply specialization of services commensurate with the 
specialization and sophistication of client needs. 
The updating of the directory of resource persons should be in 
a phase with sectoral demsnds. 
4 .  The classification of IR, by type of enquiry, reveals that 
 bout 47;: of the requests are for manufacturing process know-hor and 
nachinery and equipment supplier. 
There is no similar classification or breakdo~n of the 
Technical Assistance problem solving in the field. A similar type of 
classification for technical assistance problem solving in the field (in 
tenns of Product, Tooling, Process, Machinery and Equipment, Rar 
Materials, Manpower skills, Training, etc) can form the basis for a 
corprehensive Data Base for accumulating considerable knowledge of 
varying technologicsl situations and probleu~s. This Data Base can then 
be used in idextifying and matching skills of consultant with future 
assignments. Shop floor problem solving fits easily into the above 
taxonomic structure. Shop floor personnel are product-process-machine 
specialized and thus specific matching and selection from a data-base is 
facilitated. 
YII. CONCLUSIOSS 
A. herall Effectiveness of the Programme and the Project's 
O~erational Activities 
1.0 The Responses of the ClientsIUsers 
1.1 The CTCS Network Project will have effected its highest 
impact on the micro and small scale enterprises in the 
OECS countries if the evidence in a sample of twenty-four 
user/clients reflect the population of users of its 
Technical Assistance Program to date. 
707; of the users who indicated satisfaction with 
CTCS' Senice, were also able to identify one area of 
enterprise function/opexations in L-hich they had received 
significant irprovenentcibenefits. 
12? of the users (medium-scale) were satisfied with 
the performance of the consultants/resource persons but 
were not able to benefit froc the assignment. 
13:: (rounded off), were indifferent, neither 
espressing satisfaction nor dissatisfaction. They did 
not knov of or understood the outcome of the consultancy 
assignments. 
One user, who expressed dissatisfaction with the 
performance of the consultant on the latest assignments, 
had a very successful earlier project with the CTCS 
hetwork. He, therefore, did not want to register his 
dissatisfaction. Other cases of dissatisfaction 
expressed (by the client), did not occur in this sample, 
but was reported in a frank interview by one of the 
consultants interviewed in Janaica. 
1.2 Of the associatedlattributable benefits, in 
fuzctional/operating areas, gained by the clients as a 
consequence of the CTCS assignment, the technological 
type service was more frequently in demand and the area 
in which major benefits were obtained by clients. Where 
a product or service required substantial techniczl 
knowledge and/or operating skill for its utilisation, 
client's staff had to be trained in their okn premises, 
and machinery requiring installation could not be 
co~sidered satisfactorily installed until they were 
operzted effectively by the client's own vorkers. h'here 
the manufacturing process was technically more conplex, 
r , a j  or i~provements in operating efficiency and 
productivity came from transfer of technological know-hov 
t h ~ n  in other arezs (marketing, management, etc.) 
1.3 Sore medium-scale enterprises also benefitted from the 
consultancy assignnects, but they would not have 
floundered, if the services were unavailable to then. 
1.4 The more sensitive measure of effectiveness is that 
approximately 5 of the micro and small business 
enterprises could not start off or maintain the right 
course of development if deprived of these services as 
the CTCS Network Project offered. Although the mortality 
rate for small-scale enterprises in the Caribbean is not 
a startling statistic as in the USA or Japan, the 
peculiar environmental conditions and the lov volume 
. .  . !:,erkets of i s l a z i  ;;?nsr.i2s, ?:J;;;? ; c v  c:-::reprs:jcu;i-i 
, . -  opp3r tu : : i t i d s  ; i n ~  ;I de?>.-';,cc!  i i r i  CTCS s e r v i c e ,  r . i c r o  a:$ 
sziiiil s c a i c  e n t r e p r k n c u r s  can rernaii! i n  a s t k t 2  o i  l i z b o  
o r  have  r e g r e s s i o n  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  l a r g e  s c a l e  c l > t e r p r i c i .  
s e c t o r .  
2.0 The View from w i t h i n  t h e  CTCS P r o j e c t  
2 . 1  I n  a n a l y z i n g  t h e  n o r e  e f f e c t i v e  o r  h i g h e r  v a l u e d / p r i o r i t y  
o u t p u t s  of t e c h n i c a l  a s s i s t a 1 , c e  from t h e  CTCS Ketowric t o  
i t s  u s e r s  ( i . e .  t e c n n i c a l  a s s i s t a n c e  t r a n s f e r  from t h e  
o i i i c e  and t e c h n i c a l  'show-hov' i n  t h e  f i e l d )  t h e  
v a r i a n c e  betwezr, p i ~ n n e l  and a c h i e v e d  o u t p u t s  were a s  
io ; lows (See Tab le  Y1. I ) .  
TYPE OF OLITPL'T P'AGXITUDE OF OCTPUT 
Proposed Achieved Var i ance  
1 .  C u c u l ~ t i v e  T e c h n i c a l  E n q u i r i e s  396 54 4 +I54 
p e r f o m e d  f r o c  t h e  o f f i c e  
1985-1966, 
2 .  C u n u l z t i v e  T e c h n i c a l  A s s i s t a n c e  300 211 -6 9 
performed i n  t h e  f i e l d  
1985- 1988 
Tne v a r i a n c e  l z v e l  on a c u m u l a t i v e  b a s i s  f o r  t h e  
i i r s t  c y p *  o i  o u t p u t  i s  h i g h l y  i a v o u r a b l e .  
T n c  v a r i a n c d  l o v e i  i n  a  cu lnu la t ive  b a s i s  f o r  t h e  
s e c o n i  t y p e  oi o u t p u t  a p ? e a r s  t o  bz u n i a v o u r a b l e .  But 
t n e  70k a c h i e v e c e n t  on t h e  ?rcrposed b a s e  i s  a c c c p t z 3 l c  
vhen one c u i ; s i d e r s  t h z t  t h e r e  a r e  ;nore e x t e r n a l  variables 
I n f l u e n c i n g  t h i s  t y p e  of o u t p u t  sucn  a s  denend ,  t y p e  of 
probiern, and a v n i i z b i i i t y  of r e s o u r c e  p e r s o n c , ' e t c ) .  
2 : T&- . . .,c i s s u e  oi ?ropo:tion bct*.e=n tnese x a j c r  cct?uts ani 
reli~cd ac~lvitizs de?ends upon the specific Lzrgets s e :  
u:,. :hz nanzgeaent or higher level decision-maici~g group. 
Tns optinization of these outputs depend upon the weights 
or -irlues attaching to each unit of output and planned 
aliocation of the CTCS' internal manpower. One problen 
soiving technical assistance in the field has greater 
impact than three documents repackaged for users who map 
or ma:; not implement the information so obtained. One 
repackaged document may utilize five (5) man-days as 
agzinst one ran-day for preparing terms of reference of a 
consnltancl; assignment. The Resource Persons and staff 
of the CTCS Setwork Project place a much higher value on 
the 'show-hov or hands-on' technical assistance services 
an6 short training courses than other infomation 
.packages. The former is regarded as technology in an 
action or dynamic mode vhilst the latter is an ideation 
mode that may or may not be transformed into actuality. 
2.3 The CTCS Project has been able to enlist as resource 
persons some very competent professional and experienced 
practitioners and shop floor specialists. The CTCS 
Project has developed also the capability and skills to 
match the resource persons to varying technological 
situations and problems in the OECS countries - for 
identifying problems, finding relevant informatior,, 
analysing and synthesizing, choosing between alternatives 
solutions, and developing complementary roles uith 
clients. 
B. Cost Effectiveness of the Services 
There are seven active demand szctors (in total 10 potential 
demand sectors), five of which have further sub-divisions, so that the 
range of required professional expertise and skills can extend over 
fifteen (15) to twenty (20) areas of technological know-how. 
Evaluation under this heading depends on the basis of 
comparison used in assessing relative worth. The impact or 
efiectiveness of this program may be cou,pzred with equivalent programs 
o; .  th~1 basis of prograr. costs and cf results measurable in the sane 
unics. 
Psing a sr;li sczle industries techzical assistance prograr. of 
C:CILi, 2s the corip;rative bzsis, the cost cf one expert man-month in such 
a prograr. varies betweer. US$S,000 - CS,C10,000 (consisting of basic 
salzr::, per die; for travelling awzy fror, duty station, and travel 
expenses, etc.). 
Considering thzt three assignr.ents (each of average dur~tion 
7-8 days) can be perforned per ~ o n t h  by an expert in his area 
(sub-sector) of conpetence. Two hundred assignments can easily consume 
LSS600,OOO plus indirect expert costs, when compared to CTCS' two 
hundred and eleven assignments costing approx. US$300,000 (based dn data 
from Table VI.2). 
Thus the CTCS program is more cost-effective than a typical 
sxall scale industries technical assistance program of UKIDO. But the 
significant measure of effectiveness is that the cadre of Caribbean 
Consultants is being developed to meet the overall objective of the CTCS 
Ketwork Project, and in the long-run a regional resource capability will 
It: available. This Caribbean Network capacity consists of 35 National 
and Regional institutions and 100 experienced Caribbean Specialists have 
been registered as readily available resource persons. 
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C. Commests on the Fee Structure 
Several considerations and proposals on the fee structure have 
been analysed and documented, but the present fee charged by the CTCS 
Ketwork Project for a field technical assistance remains at $750 in 
local currency of the country of the assignment. 
The profile of the frequency distribution of field technical 
assistance by duration of assignment is mainly bi-modal, 5 days and 10 
days groupings. The projected disbursements for resource persons for a 
5 d a y  assignment or a 10 days are US$1,40G and US$2,800 respectively. 
T h r  variable cost per assignment consists of the above element of ccst 
i c r  the resource person plus a ser,i-variable cost element of the 
extension officers visits. Assurr,ir.g a 15;; degree of variability, the 
variable cost of an assignnent can be US$1,600 (for a 5-day assignment) 
ar.2 :'SS3,200 (for 10-day assignments). The annual fixed cost at the 
l$E,; level of activity was approxicacely US$300,000 (inclusive of CDB 
axZ :DF:C's espenditure) . 
P!anagenentls discretion is a necessary input into the 
allocation of the fixed costs over the several types of outputs  fro^ the 
C?CS project. Assuning a 50:; allocation of annual fixed cost to the 
field technical assistance output (i.e. US$150,000), then one technical 
assistance assignment incurs a cost of approximately USS3000 (using a 
basis of 100 assignments per year). The above analysis illustrates the 
private sector analysis of cost recovery. However, grants or special 
funds are intended for development purposes, and the fixed costs shoul2 
be considered as overheads or social cost of development on a long terr 
basis. The variable cost may then be viewed as a revolving fund to be 
avzilable for technical assistance to prospective and existing 
enterprises. 
In principle, then, each client should pay a fee-for-service 
on variable costs of the assignment. This is expected to range between 
USS1600-USS3000. Micro and small-scale enterprises should pay the fee 
in four monthly installments 
D. Advice on the Technical Reliability and Appropriateness 
of CTCS' Services to its L1sers/Clients 
Technical services needed by micro, small scale and mediuc. 
scale industries can be categorized into five functional 
classifications: Facility Desigr, and Engineering, Technological 
Services, Business Economics and Profitability Analyses, Kanagement 
Services, in-Plant Training Progrars (see Section 1V.A for details). 
The CTCS Ketwork Services have been offering these services in 
varying mixes and emphases, the very basic show-how, lnplant training of 
operatives and other Product and Process know-how. 
The appropriateness and technical reliability of the CTCS 
service is reflected in the high degree of successful matching of 
Resource Consultants in varying problem solving situations, the 
feasibility of the solutions and general suitability and acceptability 
by the clients. 
But as noted in Section IV "The nature of consulting requires 
an outlook for future opportunities and enhancing the effectiveness of 
its resources for future demands.Specialization of services by sectors 
will gain importance (e.g. Tourism, Agro-Industrial, Aqua-Culture, 
Tissue Culture, Handi-Craft etc.) in future years.To coiltinue to meet 
the criteria of professional competence and effectiveness, the CTCS 
hetwork will have to develop and apply specialization of services 
comensurate with the specialized and sophisticated need of their 
clients and Users, as they mature and expand". 
E. The Use of Data Bases and Infomation Handling 
The information system (or data base) of the CDB, in so far as 
it relates to accessibility by the CTCS Network project, is used for 
storage and retrieval of statistical information as can be seen in 
Appendix I I I. 
However, a more dynamic and inter-active Data-Base can be 
developed for the following pruposes: 
(1)  Mztching Resource Consultant's expertise and experience with 
specific elements of proble~ definition in Technical 
Assistance Programs and thus improving and refining the 
selection procedure in the screening and search for the 
appropriate Consultant. 
2 )  Storage and updating of financial and other product and 
production data of clients on a periodic basis (perhaps 
annually) so that trends in enterprise performance can be 
monitored and anticipated. 
Future measures of. effectiveness can be explicitly 
quantified in terms of significant changes/improvement 
(10-15:;) an or major changes/development. 
(3) Information on Industrial Technology (products, processes, 
machinery, etc.) that can impact on the operations of existing 
enterprises. Such information might be appropriate technology 
developed in the R6D institutions in the region or available 
from esternal sources that can make enterprises more 
productive, or cost competitive in export markets. 
The information should also include Production Cost Data of 
conparable products and Product Standards and Specifications and 
relevant market i n f o m a t i o n  where the region has preferential treatment 
or quotas under favourable trade agreements - CBI 11, Carib-Can, Lome 
111, etc. 
VIII. RECO?PEhTlP.TIOXS FOR CONSIDERATION IK A NEW WORK PROGWWLE 
The statements of overall and specific objectives of the CTCS 
Network project have been confirmed as still being valid over a time 
horizon of three to four years, 1989 - 1992. 
The overall objective is to increase the capacity of Caribbean 
countries to meet their technological requirements for efficient 
operat ion of existing industries and the development of new productive 
enterprises which create employment, earn foreign exchange or contribute 
to increasing grovth in the region. 
The folloving planning premises and measures conducive to 
it t ainsent of ttLe overall objectives are recommended for consideration 
in develo~ing detailed work plan and implementation programme. 
1.0 Existing Industries - a proactive role for the CTCS hetwork 
Prcject. 
1.1 Perior. a more conprehensive survey of existing industries in 
the OECS countries a~.d other countries of the network that are 
e~pected to be served by the CTCS project. 
1.2 Develop a database of marketing, technological, financial and 
operating data and other relevant characteristics. 
The priorities and demand for techncial assistance (type 
and form to be extended to a particular country) can then be 
projected depending on expressed needs and stage of 
development of the respective country. Information fros 
national plans (as developed by the Industrial Development 
Authorities and Development Banks will indicate which sectors 
of Industry are given priority by government and which 
operations within these industries are considered as feasible, 
suitiSle and acceptable for the attainment cf the country's 
objec:ives). The rate of industrial growth, the extent of 
industrialization and the order in which the various 
industries are established are key information for work 
planzing by the CTCS unit. 
1.3 Future indicators and measures of effectiveness can be 
~xp1;citly quantified in terms o f significant 
changes/inprovement and/or major changes/development. 
2.0 A??X:?XIATE TECESOLOGY FOR DEVELOPHEST OF &EX PRODCCTIVE 
Thc liai-.cn inC comunciation between the CTCS prcject and 
Cc-;elopzer.t Z;r.:-ra shc~la be improx~ed ill respect of ?re-inxvestu.ent and 
iezsibility ~tz2ies. Technologiczl information and inputs should begin 
to flow into :he developnent of nev productive enterprises so that 
ir.ple;.,entatioz and follov-up of projects can be fiicilit~ced (e.g. 
In-plant traicing car. be anticipzted, Resource Consultznt ior start-up 
ci operstions can be identified and informed, other operations problems 
car. be avoidec). 
Hamznizstion of technology policies, reduction in vzriety of 
equipment an? group in-plant training and workshops are also 
facilitated. Several industries - garment, printing, small hotels/guest 
houses for the tourism trade are cases in point. 
3.0 WORIiSHOPS/SEHINARS/GROUP TRAINING IN SUPPORT OF FIELD 
TECKSICXL ASSISTAYCE ACTIVITIES 
1. Workshop on the basic mutually supportive modes of 
consulting-resource consultants/process consultants. 
The very practical shop-floor resource persons are 
sometimes too narrowly specialized in a particular 
process or make of equipment and do not appreciate the 
inter-functional relationship with other areas of 
operations. 
Some of the other Resource Consultants have to 
appreciate the client-consultant relationship and to help 
clients develop a certain degree of self-reliance to 
solve some of their own problems. 
Process Consultants are concerned with passing on 
their approaches, methods and values so that the 
enterprises themselves can diagnose and reredy most of 
its o m  operational problems. 
2. h'or~.shop for Clients on the use of Technological 
Irfom,ation provided by the CTCS Ketvork 
The CTCS project disseminates sone documentation and 
repackaged infornation on existing technology. Such 
infomation packages may also be extended to include 
product standards/specification, relevant technological 
innovations and know-how developed in the region's 
industrial research and development institutions, 
adaptions of technology on low volume applications, etc. 
A seminar/workshop in the above area promotes 
inter-regional transfer of knowledge and techniques and 
induceslorients clients. 
4.0 PROGRAWING OF OUTPUTS AND MAh'POh'ER ALLOCATION TO OPTIMIZE 
OEJECTIVES 
It is suggested that a goal programming approach, based on 
quarteriy reviews, be implemented, in which the weightings of values 
between major outputs are articulated, together with planned manpower 
a l l o c a t i o n s  t o  t h e  r e s p e c t i v e  a c t i v i t i e s .  T h i s  app roach  e n s u r e s  
c o n g r u e n c e  of t a r g e t  m e a s u r e s  and c o n t r o l  o f  a ch i evemen t  of  o b j e c t i v e s .  
5.0 DATA 05 RESOURCE PERSOSS 
Expertise, experience ; .  : field solutions of consultants 
should be matched, at the enterprise level, to the product, process, 
machinery, raw materials, etc., and be part of the available Data Base. 
Thus all data on resources, operations and product/service of an 
enterprise should be related to the expertise required. 
The Resource Persons register should be continuously updated 
to include future growth sectors. 
6.0 Additional Future Role of External Planning Assistznce to 
Snall and Kediun Scale Enterprises 
The CTCS entity should consider playing the role of "Extern21 
Planning Assistant" in modes or stages as anzlyst or cztalyst. 
@wner/nanagers of these firms are caught up in the daily grind of 
operational activities ar.d are primarily concerned with the efficient 
internal workings of the businesses. Because of financial and liquidity 
cries, operational efficiency often becomes the continuing concern for 
the businesses to stay solvent. 
However, these enterprises also need to project their 
businesses beyond the custonary annual horizon. 
Depending on the degree of maturity of the enterprise and 
sophistication of the ownertmanagers, both roles (analyst and catalyst) 
nay be played, but with varying emphasis. 
In the analyst role, the CTCS entity (through its resource 
consultants or extension' officers) performs much of the detailed 
analytical work in consultation with the owners and other technical 
subordinates in the enterprise, but with management in these enterprises 
having the overall responsibility for the planning effort and selecting 
from the alternative courses of action proposed. 
I n  t h e  c a t a l y s t  r o l e ,  E s t i m u l a t i n g  r o l e ,  workshops may be 
h e l d  i n  v a r i o u s  t e r r i t o r i e s  o r  by i n d u s t r y  g r o u p i n g  t o  encourage   the^ t o  
assurre a  s t r a t e g i c  o r i e n t a t i o n  and t o  t r a i n  them i n  t h e  p r a c t i c e  of  t h e  
p l a n n i n g  p r o c e s s .  
7 .0  THE 1DEN"I'TY OF THE CTCS EKTITY WITHIN THE PERMAKEKT 
STRLCTUKE OF THE CDE 
The CTCS e n t i t y  i s  housed w i t h i n  t h e  T e c h n i c a l  C o o p e r a t i o n  
Un i t  o f  t h e  P r o j e c t s  d e p a r t m e n t .  
P r i n a r y  a c t i v i t i e s  of  t h e  TCU a r e  l i n k e d  a t  t h e  I n s t i t u t i o n a l  
i e v e l  and w i t h  l o n g e r - t e r n  TA p r o g r a c e s  v i s - a - v i s  t h e  CTCS's p r o j e c t  
r h i c h  o p e r a t e s  p r a c t i c a l l y  a t  t h e  n i c r c - economic  l e v e l  of t h e  e n t e r p r i s e  
i n  t h e  f i e l d .  
The q u e s t i o n  of  perr .anence of t h e  CICS e n t i t y  w i t h i n  t h e  
p e n a n e n t  s t r u c t u r e  o i  t h e  CDS a r i s e s  o u t  of  t h e  i r r p l i c a t i o n s  o f  i t s  
i d e n t i t y  and p o s t u r e  e i t h e r  a s  a  ' s t r a t e g i c  a m '  o r  a s  a  ' t a c t i c a l  
2 r o j e c t  u n i t ' .  
The CTCS e n t i t y  h a s  been p e r f o n r d n g  a r o l e  emphas i z ing  t h e  
t a c t i c a l  p r o j e c t  a p p r o a c h  which  i s  d e d i c a t e d  t o  inprovement  i n  
o p e r a t i o n a l  e f f i c i e n c y  and a s s i s t i n g  i t s  c l i e n t s  i n  ' c r i s i s '  p r o b l e K  
s o l v i n g .  
A s t r a t e g i c  p o s t u r e  f o r  t h e  CTCS e n t i t y  i m p l i e s  t h a t  t h e  
m i c r o ,  s m a l l  and medium s c a l e  e n t e r p r i s e s  a r e  a s s u r e d  o f  c o n t i n u o u s  
p l a n n i n g  and o p e r a t i o n a l  a s s i s t a n c e  t h r o u g h  v a r i o u s  s t a g e s  o f  
development  and  m a t u r i t y  of  t h e  e n t e r p r i s e s .  T h i s  l a t t e r  mode r e q u i r e s  
t h a t  t h e  CTCS e n t i t y  i t s e l f  be  i n c o r p o r a t e d  i n t o  t h e  permanent  s t r u c t u r e  
of t h e  CDB. 
The work programme may be conduc ted  as a  p r o j e c t  w i t h  a  
d e f i n a b l e  b e g i n n i n g  and  d e f i n a b l e  end o r  a s  one  of s e v e r a l  c o n t i n u i n g  
phases of the activities of the CDB. 
L I S T  C F  A P P E N D I C E S  - - - -  - -  - - - - - - - - - -  
A P P E N D I X  I - - - - - - - -  - 
LISTS A\2 PROG-RRkl OF VISITS, DISCUSSIO?'<S 
MEETING WIT11 HNJAGEWNT OF CTCS/CDB STAFF - BARJ3NX)S 
CTCS UNIT & CDB'S PROJECTS DEPARTHENT 
CI'CS UNIT AND CDB'S PROJECTS DEPARTMENT 
Ms. Y. Hall - CTCS Co-ordinator 
Kr. A. EUStaCe - Director, Projects Department 
Dr. J. Dellimore - Chief Project Officer, Technical Co-operation. 
K. llarvey - CTCS Network Consultant. 
Mr. W. Voelt - CTCS Network Consultant. 
PERUSAL OF REPORTS 
CTCS Network Annual Reports 1985, 1986, 1987. 
Computer Printouts - Data Technical assistance requiring field visits - 1988. 
Proposal for a permanent CTCS Network Project - Technology and Energy Unit 
- September 1983. 
Sample Reports of CTCS Resource Consultants on ~ssignhent. 
Publications of CTCS Unit. 
Minutes of Meetings of CTCS Steering Committee. 
INTERVIEW WIT11 RESOURCE CONSULTANTS OF CI'CS 
IN JAMAICA - FEBRUARY 12th - 17th. 1989 
1. Ms. M. Davies - Network Node Co-ordinator, Jamaica Bureau of Standards, 
Standards Officer, Expertise - Food Technology. 
Field Assignments - ST. LUCIA, GRENADA. 
2. Mr. L. Davis - Jamaica Bureau of Standards, 
Expertise - Furniture and Wood Working (Product Design and Production 
Engineering) . Field Assignments - ANTIGUA, BELIZE. 
3. Ms. V. Bullock - 
Expertise - Food Technologist (Bakery - Patisserie & Jamsican 
Patties) . 
Assignments - ST. KITTS. 
4. Ms. S. Scott - 
Expertise - Food and Beverage for Hospitality lnd/stry 
Assignments - GRENADA 
5 .  Ms.  H. Pollard - Food Technologist 
Expertise - Meat Processing. 
6. Dr. P. Hamilton 
Expertise - Appropriate Technology 
Assignment - Grenada Coconot Product Derivatives. 
7. Patrick Wright - Jamaica's Economic Development Agency 
Programme Director - Footwear, Luggage, Allied Products. 
8. Ozzie Sutherland 
Expertise - Garment Manufacturing 
Assignment - St. Kitts, Nevis, Dominica, St. Lucia, Grenada 
9. Orett Thomas 
Expertise - Animal 6 Poultry Production 
Assignment - NEVIS, ANGUILLA. 
10. Keble nunn 
Expertise - Coffee Processing 
Assignment - DOMINICA. 
Expertise - oenology and viti culture 
12. Hr. R. Pcynado 
Field - Civil ~ n ~ l n e e r i n g  
Assignment - BELIZE (Concrete Block Making) 
13. Patrick Duncan 
Field - Kschanical Engineering (Maintenance) 
Assignment - HONSERRAT. 
CLIENTS b CTCS NETWORK R E F E W  CENTRES - ST. KITTS 
FEBRUARY 10th - 23rd. 1989 
nr. A. Hector - General Manager, Development Bank of St. Kitts, and 
Nevi s. 
Mr. A. Mills - Senior Projects Officer 
Mr. P. Peets - Project Officer, 
Gordon Manufacturing Limited (Automobile Services) 
- Automobile Hufflers/Alignment/Balancing. 
Coiltronics Limited 
- Manufacture of Electronic Components (Transformers for Hicro- 
Computers). 
Island Bakcrics - 
Palms Patisserie - 
Sun Island Clothes - Garment nanufacture 
Leewards Shrimp lndustry - Aqua Culture (Shrimp Production). 
St. Kitts Masonry Products - Concrete Blocks. 
Government Quarry and Stone Crushing Opetations. 
Franklands Agro Industry. 
CLIENTS 6 CTCS NETWORK REFERRAL CENTRES - DOMINICA 
FEBRUARY 23rd - 26th, 1989 
L. Leslie, Manager - Consultant - Agriculture 6 Industrial Development 
Bank. 
Ur. A.  Charles - Senior Industry Officer. 
Ur. J. Griffith - Industrial Development Specialist. 
HI. P. Delauney - Senior Agriculture Officer. 
J. Astaphan 6 Co. Ltd. - Flexible Polyurethane Foam Products 
(Mattresses/Cushions). 
Moreau's Garment Manufacturing - 
ncntashoe Plastic Co. Ltd., - Plastic Footwear. 
Paul Joseph 6 Co. - Food Products (Pasta, Noodles, etc) 
- HDPE Film 
- Flexographic Printing. 
Bellot & Co. Ltd., - Coffee Processing 6 Packaging. 
Dominica Coconut Products Ltd., - Plastic ,BLOW Moulded Rigid 
Containers for Coconut Oil. 
National Development Foundation. 
Caribbean Commodity Exchange Ltd., 
CLIENTS AND CTCS NETWORK REFERRAL CENTRE - ANTIGUA 
MARCH 19 - 2 1 .  1989. 
1. Mr. H i l r o y  Willet, Manager - An t i gua  a n d  B a r b u d a  Development Bank.  
2. D r .  C a r l  Walter - Nat ional  Development Foundat ion.  
3. Mr.  G. Hadeed - Plast ic Foam a n d  F u r n i t u r e  Company L imi ted.  
4. Mr .  Haro ld  Dickensen - B a k e r y  a n d  P a s t r y  Produc ts .  
5. Coldie's Bake ry  
6. An t i gua  P r i n t i n g  a n d  Pub l i sh ing  Company. - Mr .  Roland Walker - 
General Manager. 
7. Leeward  Paints  L im i ted  - Mr .  Ron  Davies - Genera l  Manager. 
8. Bena i r  Heal th  C l u b  (Premises des t royed  in f i r e ] .  
CLIENTS AND CTCS NETWORK REFERRAL CENTRE - GRENADA 
MARCH 22 - 24, 1989 
1. Mr. T revo r  Graham - Senior I n d u s t r y  Cred i t  Of f icer  - Grenada 
Development Bank. 
2. Mr. Norbert  Arno ld  - Minor Spice Cooperative Society L td .  
3. Mr. T e r r y  Moore - Grenada Sugar Cane Factory. 
4. Mr. Deodatt Singh - D u r a  Chem Manufactur ing Limited. 
5. Ms. Bever ly  Cartes - Spice Is land Retreaders Limited 
6. Mr. Jeoffrey Thompson - Director ,  Grenada Development Bank. 
7. Mr. L. Ross - Grenada Cassava Factory. 
8.  Mr. Ronald Charles - General Manager - Grenada Development Bank. 
9. Dr .  E.R. Buckmire - Consultant (and former Extension Off icer  of 
CTCS Network Project) .  
10. Mr. Dary l  Bra i thwai te - Hi Tech Pr in te ry .  
arESTIm?mRE: FOR FlELD n ! J S  
AND 
BASIS FOR ITS DESIQJ DEVEUlP?FAT 
PROCEDL'RE FOR FOELZATING A!! ASSESSMEKT STRUCTURE AN7 ASSESSIYG 
THE EFFECTIVESESS OF THE CTCS NETWORK AK'D DESIGNING AN APPROPRIATE 
QCESTIOhTAIRE 
E v a l u a t i o n ,  i n  t h e  b roades t  s e n s e ,  i s  a  p r o c e s s  of measurement 
des igned t o  e s t i m a t e  wor th .  A s  viewed i n  t h e  c o n t e x t  of t h e  Terms 
of Reference  and O v e r a l l  and S p e c i f i c  O b j e c t i v e s  of t h e  CTCS p r o j e c t ,  
t h e  e v a l u a t i o n  of t h e  programme and p r o j e c t  o u t p u t s ,  a c t i v i t i e s  and 
r e s o u r c e s  a v a i l a b l e ,  i s  a  p r o c e s s  of a s sessment  des igned  t o  p rov ide  
in fo rmat ion  about  i t s  o p e r a t i o n s  and e f f ~ e c t i v e n e s s ,  i n  o r d e r  t o  
a s s i s t  i n  making d e c i s i o n s  abou t  t h e  f u t u r e .  
A g e n e r a l  and f l e x i b l e  procedure  seems n e c e s s a r y  b o t h  t o  c a p t u r e  
t h e  essence  of t h e  o b j e c t i v e s  h e l d  by t h e  h i g h e r - l e v e l  decision-making 
a u t h o r i t i e s  (of t h e  IDRC - CDB) and t o  i n t e r p r e t  them i n  terms of 
q u a n t i t a t i v e  and q u a l i t a t i v e  u n i t s  of worth ( I t  i s  presumed t h a t  t h e  
a g e n c i e s  a l s o  use  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  t h a t  p r e c l u d e  d o l l a r  p r o f i t  a s  a  
u n i v e r s a l  measurement c r i t e r i o n ) .  
1 .  L i s t  and a z p l i f y  t h e  s e v e r a l  d i f f e r e n t  o b j e c t i v e s  t h a t  a r e  t o  be  
s a t i s f i e d .  
2 .  For each l i s t e d  o b j e c t i v e ,  d e r i v e  a  s e t  of s p e c i f i c  worth c r i t e r i a  
i n  terms of which t h e  CTCS's network p r o j e c t  may be a s s e s s e d .  I t  
i s  of course  n e c e s s a r y  t o  g e n e r a t e  a  h i e r a c h i c a l  c r i t e r i o n  
s t r u c t u r e .  Each o b j e c t i v e  w i l l  have  t o  be  sub-divided i n t o  one 
o r  more lower - l eve l  c r i t e r i a .  The prupose  of sub-dividing i s  
t o  s t a t e  e x p l i c i t y  - t h a t  i s ,  i n  t e rms  of t h e  lower - l eve l  
c r i t e r i a  - what i s  in tended  by o r  inc luded  w i t h i n  t h e  meaning of 
t h e  cor respond ing  o b j e c t i v e .  The p r o c e s s  of r e p e a t e d  sub-d iv i s ion  
c o n t i n u e s  u n t i l  t h e  e v a l u a t o r  f e e l s  t h a t  adequa te  c l a r i f i c a t i o n  
h a s  been ach ieved .  
3 .  P h y s i c a l  performance measures based on t h e  o u t p u t  and a c t i v i t i e s  
of whzt i s  a c t u a l l y  d e l i v e r e d  is  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  r e s p e c t i v e  
o b j e c t i v e  and worth connec t ions  must be  e s t a b l i s h e d  between them. 
Two Func t ions  need t o  be developed.  
i. a  we igh t ing  f u n c t i o n  r e c o g n i z i n g  b o t h  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  of m u l t i p l e  
o b j e c t i v e s  and t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  r e l a t i v e  importance  of 
s a t i s f y i n g  them. 
i i .  a  s c o r i n g  f u n c t i o n  t o  a s s i g n  a  worth s c o r e  t o  a  quantum of 
performance which measuresand should  r e f l e c t  t h e  e x t e n t  t o  which 
t h a t  amount of performance a c t u a l l y  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  c r i t e r i o n  
a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  t h e  o b j e c t i v e s .  
Three  b a s i c  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  can s a t i s f y  q u e s t i o n s  of worth be tveen  d i f f e r e n t  
o b j e c t s  o r  a c t i v i t i e s  
1. Same- l i f f e rence  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  - t h a t  i s ,  whether two o b j e c t s  o r  
a c t i v i t i e s  a r e  a s s e s s e d  a s  p o s s e s s i n g  t h e  same o r  d i f f e r e n t  wor ths .  
2.  Greater than, less than relationships - that is, whether one 
abject or  activity is assessed as possibly more or less wrth 
than another. 
3.  Curtparative mgnitude relatianship - that is, how m y  tines as 
much worth one object or activity is assessed as possessing 
canpared to another. 
Worth numbers my be viewed as rat ios be- a c u l l y  achieved 
satisfaction and rrraxirraan possible satisfaction. 
O b j ~ t i v e s  are very general staterrrents of desirable attributes that 
higher-level authorities would l ike to see achieved aM3 satisfied by 
t he  output (in this  case, delivered by the C K S  Unit). Any assessrent 
procedure mst induce hiqher l w e l  decision makers to clarify the 
meaning of the weral l  and specific objectives by articulating a top 
dm-n hierachical structure of successively more s ~ c i f i c  perforrrance 
cri teria.  Each set  of lower-level cr i ter ia  elaborates or defines m r e  
precisely b%at is intended by its predecessor higher-level criterion. 
The result i s  a multi-level top dmn branching structure f ran a fed 
weral l  objectives a t  the top to nurrrerous detailed cri teria a t  the 
base. The criterion structure must eventually be related to concrete 
alternatives. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS WI10 HAVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUARY, 1989. 
"PAT" HAHILmN Ph.D ... .!:?:. ....................................................... 
FOOD SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING/APPLIED TECHNOLOGY. FIELD OF PRACTICE: ................................................... 
HIGII /57f ABOVE AVERnGE ADEQUATE BELOW AVERAGE 
3 .  PREVlOUS EXPERlENCE 1N SOLUTION OF SIMlLIAR PROBLEMS. 
l o  YRS & 5 - 9 YRS ~ - S Y R S =  LIMITED 
4 .  STRENGTII/WEAKNESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSION OF MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 
SKILLS . 




5 .  CAF'ABILITY TO ASSUHE BASlC ROLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT & PROCESS CONSULTANT & 
GREWA - COCONUT OIL EXTRACTION; c;/I./.E 
8. 1. PERFOWED CTCS ASSIGNMENTS IN ..................... . .......... 
2. DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF ASSIGNMENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL .= 
Y 8/- /? 7 
SATISFACPORY PARTIAL Pf 
q PROJECT IN ABEYANCE, DUE TO CHANGE IN PROJECT OFFICER AT GRENADA 
NATIONAL BM.. 
3 . 1 .  WIIAT StlhRE OF COST StIOULD A CLIENT PAY FOR ASSIGNHENT. 
LESS TtIAN 5 0 %  50% 1 0 0 %  /-7 
3.2 I F  LESS T I M  5 0 9 ,  EXPLAIN WIN? 
DEPENDS ON SUCCESS OF FIRST ASSIGNMEWT. NEW INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES ................................................................. 
ARE RISKY AND INDUCEMENTS ARE NEEDED. ................................................................. 
4 .  DURATION OF ASSIGNPENT 
4 //&if] 
SHORT SATISFACI'ORY & LONG 
I F  NOT SATISFACTORY, EXPLAIN REASON(S) WHY? 
HILL, FIBRE SEPARATING EQUIPMENT, E7L ................................................................. 
YES a NO & 
EXPLANATIONS OF CLASSIFICATIONS 
FOKWLL EDUCATION/TECIINI CAL TRAI Nl NG 
HIGH - PhD/MASTERIS/TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFlC TRAINING IN SPECIALlZED 
FIELD (e.g. EIGHT (8) YEARS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELDPHENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE ( 3 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ABOVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. PL.US FIVE ( 5 )  YEAFG TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGHER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECIINOUX;Y/TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5  - 8 YEARS 
TRAIN1 NG. 
BELOW AVERAGE - CRAFTSMAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEARS 
TRAINING AND 3 YEARS JOURtJEYMAN EXPERIENCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECHNICAL SKILL ACQUIRED ON THE JOB TWINING/ 
PRACTICE . 
2 .  TYFE OF SPECIALIZED SKILLS 
TEClINOLOGIChL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. INFORMATION/QUALITY 
CONTROL/STANDARDIZAT~O~!/~RAINING. 
ECONOMIC/ACCOUNTING/COSTlNG - TECHNO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
WAGEHEEJT - HARKETING/PRODUCTION/ACCOUNTING/FINANClAL CONTROL. 
FEBRUARY - MARCII, 1989 
FRANK GORDON/GORDON ENTERPRISES ' ST. KI'l'TS ................................................................. A. 1. NAME: 
SOLE OWNERSH I P/CYUJAGER 
2. OWNERSIIIP AND UANAGEHENT: .................................-.......... 
MICRO ENTIZRPRISE 3 SIZE: ................................................................ 
< 10 (6 C O W E D  ON DAY OF VISIT) EMI'LOYEES: ........................................................... 
4. MNWZT:  DOMESTIC/;^; CARICOM EXTRA-REGIONAL 
5. PRODUCT(SERV1CE: WHEEL ALIGNING/WHEEL BALANCING SERVICE 
REPAIRS TO MUFFLER SYSTEHS (MINOR) 
6. TYPE OF OPERATION: 
ONE-OFF OR VERY S W  BATCHES & 
MEDIUM TO LARGE BATCHES D 
7. PROCESS/TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL: 
SCIENTIFIC OR TECHNOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY 




/ NO. OF MANAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY STAFF: .............................. 
0 NO. OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECIMICAL STAFF: ................................ 
6 ul7eA"~ T/ J t x  /-L JJ / d fy/c& / p 9 ~  /s 7fih NO. OF WORKERS IN PRODUCTION: ......................................... 
PRIVATE AND DEVELDPKENT BANK 9. FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL: .................................. 
10. ScRvlc~s PERTOWD BY CTCS: (1) Feasibility Study on Manufacturing 
of Mufflers. ~ / / / d 6 '  /n / C ,  T l d r ) d  
(2) Start-up of Wheel Alignment/Wheel Balancing Services Training 
~f operatives. 7 -T. *C*  a '3u  
11. CLlENT SATISFACTION WIT11 CONSULTWCY SERVICE. 
V E R Y  SATlSPlCD /Jf 
12. TlHELlNESS OF CTCS'S RESPONSE 1'0 CLIENT'S WQUEST. 




14. WOUIl) CLIENT KEET SRARED/PULL COST OF NEXT A S S I G W  (INDICATED AS APPROX. 
US $2OO/DAY . 
COST S W N G  50% & FULL COST /7 
15. AGE/DEGREE-OF-DEWEUlPMENT OP ENTERPRISE: 
G R O m H  TO N O W  LFVEL OF ACPIVITY 2 - 5 YRS & 
MATVRITY/EXPANSION/UP-GRADING/DECLIHE 5 YRS + /-3 
16. ASSOCIATED/ATTRIBUTABLE BENEFIT IN FWNCPIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CPCS ASSIGNMENT. 
CL?GSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IKF'ROVEMENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change Major change/ 






Confidence in know-how/ 
Trained Manpower 
2 .  ECONOMIC 
Profit/Sales/Operating 
Costs/Product Costs. 
3 .  MANAGEMENT 
Management 6 Supervisory 
Plan 6 Control. 
Uarketing/Sales Plan 6 Control 
Accounting 6 Finance Plan 6 
Control. 
Production Plan 6 Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
A P P E N D I X  1 1 1  - - - - - - - -  
C T C S  N E T W O R K  
SUMMARY TRBLE O F  I R / T A  BY SECTDL -------------------------------- 
January  1 ,  1985 TO December 31, 13BG 
I n d ~ ~ s t r  l a 1  i c h e m i c a l  s l p e t r o  c h e m l c a l  s  
Agro-1 n d c ~ s t r y / ' i o o d  p r o c e s s 1  ny 
L a p i  t a l  g o o d s / i a b r l c a t e d  m e t a l s  
T e s t i l e f l e a t h e r  goods 
F'aper and F'aper F , roducts  
Wood and Wood F ' rocess lny  
NRSE, Enerqv  
F l  n a n c l n a  
Tour 1  srn 
5 o c l a l  S e r v l c e s  
C A R I E E E A N  D E V E L O F ' M E N T  B A N I : ;  
C T C S  N E T W O h b i  
CLASSIFICATION OF INFORMATION REELJESTS -------------------------------------- 
d a n u a r v  1 ,  1465 TO December 3 1 ,  1 4 6 8  
Government b e c i  s i  on makers  
Small -Mc.di u r n  scale I n d u s t r i e s  
Research  I n s t l t u t ~ s  
D c v e i  o o m e n t  Liar1 1:s 
L o n ~ ~ l l  t l  ria Corngan i  es 
O t h e r - L l  b r a r i  es, 5 c h o o l  .Corn. Banl:s,F'vt.  I n d  
E : : t r a  F i e a l o n s i  




C A R I B B E A N  D E V E L O P M E N T  B A N K  PAGE Z 
C T C S  N E T W O R K  
CLASSIFICATION OF INFORMATION REQUESTS -------------------------------------- 
J a n u a r y  1, 1985 TO December 31, 1986 
I n d u s t r i a l  /chemical s / ' p c t r o  c h e m i c a l s  
A g r o - i n d u s t r y / i o o d  pr-ocesslnu 
C a p i t a l  g o o d s / f  a b r i  c a t o d  m e t s l  s 
Te;: t i  1 e / l  e a t  h e r  poods  
F ' ~ D E T  arid F'i-\gcr F ' r o d ~ t c t s  
Woad and' Wood F . r o c e s s l  n o  
N?SE, E n e r c y  
F i  n a n c i  n u  
7 
l OLlt- 1 SITl 
Soc: ai 5 e r v l  c e s  
'TtZTt'iL 
NO. -- 
C A R I B B E A N  D E V E L O P M E N T  B A N K  
C T C S  N E T W O R K  
CL4SSI.FICATION OF INFORMQTION REQUESTS -------------------------------------- 
January 1. 1985 TO December 31, 1988 
TYPE OF ENDUIRY 
Planuf a c t u r  i ng P r o c e s s  t:::now-how 
M a c h i n e r y  and equ ipment  s u p p l i e r  
Heasearch  A c t  i v i  t i  e s  
R a w  t1atar. l  a1 s 
L;~iai . t y  C o n t r o l  
F a t e n t  
Sther-Document . Pub1 i c a t i o n s  
NO. -- 
C A R I B B E A N  D E V E L O F ' M E N T  B A N K  
C T C S  N E T W O K I : :  
SUMMARY O F  RERUESTS BY COUNTRY 
Januarv 1, 1985 TO D e c e m b e r  31, 1988 
COUNTRY I F C :  TA  ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
A N S U I L L A  19 6 
ANTIGUA AND BAHEUDA 19 1 4  
COMMONWEALTH OF THE BAHAMAS 4 1 
B R I T I S H  V I K G I N  I S L A N D 5  
- .) - 
ST. t . , ITTS 5( N E V I 5  
ST. L U C I A  
S T .  VINCENT AND THE GRENAD,INES 55 16 
- 
TUHkS CAICOS I S L A N D S  L: - 
EXTRA REG I D N k L  Ete - 
C O U N T R Y  
A N A L Y S I S  O F  I N F O R M A T I O N  R E Q U E S T S  ................................ 
January 1, 1985 T O  December 31, 1488 
REPACKAG I 1 6  TECHW 1 CAi 
DOCLIRENT REPACK461 N6 DOCUHEIIT EXPERT1 5E 
- 
ANGU I L L A  i 
ANTIGUA A N D  ~ A ~ B U D A  a 
i U H P l O N W E A L T H  OF T H E  B A H A M A S  2 
S T .  K I T T j  & K i V i j  7 1; - 1 4  
S T .  L U C I n  7 1 4  - 8 
S T .  V I N C E N T  A N D  T H E  G R E N f i D I N E S  3 2 7 - 1 ? 
T U R K 5  L C A I C O S  I S L A N D S  1 1 - - 
T R I N I D A D  & TOEIGGS 2 4 3 1 3 
E X T R A  R E G I O N A L  7 4  1 2  - - 
i) DEXRIITIOt4 OF STAFF OF CICS ELTITY 
ii) W?.K W INFORMATION Ih' CKS NI3W.W PRQTECT 
DESCRIPTION OF STAFF 
C o o r d i n a t o r  - A n a l y s i s  of  r e q u e s t s ,  q u a l i t y  c o n t r o l ,  management o f  
s y s t e m s ,  l i a i s e  w i t h  P r o j e c t s  Depar tment  and  DFCs. 
P r o j e c t  O f f i c e r ,  Documenta t ion  - Record ing  r e q u e s t s ,  s u p p l y i n g  
documents ,  m a i n t a i n i n g  d a t a b a s e .  
Tvo E x t e n s i o n  O f f i c e r s  - I d e n t i f i c a t i o n ,  d e f i n i t i o r . ,  a n a l y s i s  o f  
n e e d s ,  a d v i s e  r e q u e s t e r s ,  f o l l o v - u p  u s e  of  i n f o r m t i o n  and T e c h n i c a l  
A s s i s t a n c e ,  e v a l u a t e  i n p a c c  and promote s e r v i c e s .  
TEU T e c h n i c a l  S c a f f  - Half  day/week w r i t t e n  a d v i c e ,  r e p a c k a g i n g  
i n f o r m a t i o n ,  T e c h n i c a l  A s s i s t a n c e  i n  some c a s e s .  
( i )  OSLY C o o r d i n a t o r ,  Ex tens io r .  O f f i c e r  and T e c h n i c a l  E x p e r t s  
w i l l  r e l a t e  d i r e c t l y  w i t h  u s e r s ;  and  
( i i )  a l l  o u t - g o i n g  r e s p o n s e s  t o  be r e v i e w e d  by C o o r d i n a t o r  f o r  
q u a l i t y  and  p r e c i s i o n .  
S C H W  O F  AE I N T E G R A T E D  T E C H N I C A L  I N F O R M A T I O N  AND A S S I S T A N C E  S E R V I C E  
CLEARLY DEFIKED REQUESTS I 
. 
I R E Q U E S T E R S  
I J v 
D F C S  < >COO*INiTO 
A 
A C T I O S  
V 
T E U  - T E C H S I C A L  R E F E R R A L  I N D E P E N D E X T  - 
DOCLJ!.fESTATIOS C E N T R E S  E X P E R T S  
T 
R E Q U E S T S  
I K T E 6 S A T I O S A i  AX3 C A I  IBEE2; RESOURCE 
DATABASES I N S T I T U T I O N S  
A 'I' 
R E Q U E S T S  
E X T E N S  I O N  
O F F I C E R  
\ / 
CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES AND INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED I N  TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER - .. - . -  
Ah'GUI  LLA To be i d e n t i f i e d  
AhTIGUA AND BARBUDA A n t i g u a  and B a r b u d a  Deve lopment  Bank 
A n t i g u a  and  B a r b u d a  P r o d u c e  C h e m i s t  L a b o r a t o r y  
A n t i g u a  and Barbuda  P u b l i c  L i b r a r y  
BAG-U-4 S B a h a z a s  Development  Bank 
EELIZE 
B a r b a d o s  Development  Bank 
B a r b a d o s  Government  L a b o r a t o r y  
B a r b a d o s  I n s t i t u t e  o f  Management a n d  
P r o d u c t i v i t y  
U n i ! e r s i t y  of t h e  West I n d i e s  (Cave H i l l  
C a z p u s )  
B e l i z e  Energy  U n i t  
D e v e l o p s e n t  F i n a n c e  C o r p o r a t i o n  
B r i t i s h  V i r g i n  I s l a n d s  P u b l i c  L i b r a r y  
CAI?.'ii;! ISLA!-TS To be i d e n t i f i e d  
D o r i n i c a  A g r i c u l t u r a l  and  I n d u s t r i a l  
D e v e l o p r e n t  Bank 
D o z i n i c a  P r o d u c e  C h e m i s t  L a b o r a t o r y  
D o ~ . i n i c a  P u b l i c  L i b r a r y  
G r e n a d a  Development  Bank 
G r e n a d a  P r o d u c e  C h e m i s t  L a b o r a t o r y  
G r e n a d a  P u b l i c  L i b r a r y  
Guyana I n s t i t u t e  o f  A p p l i e d  S c i e n c e  a n d  
T e c h n o l o g y  
J a m a i c a  Development  Bank 
J a x z i c a  I n d u s t r i a l  Deve lopment  C o r p o r a , t i o n  
J a m a i c a  S c i e n t i f i c  R e s e a r c h  C o u n c i l  
E c o n o 3 i c  D e v e l o p r e n t  U n i t  
P!cn:serr, i :  P r c d u c e  C h e ~ i s t  L a b o r a t o r y  
! . ! c ~ . :  c e  r ! -z:  Px! l i c  L i b r a r y  
c . " . . . :. . : :.- end  S e v i s  D e v e l o ? n e ? t  Bank 
S:. i . : r : -  E ~ C  S e v i s  P u b l i c  L i b r a r y  
z : .  i u c i a  D e v e l o p n e n t  Bank 
C - , , - ;  2 p,l 'r] l r  L i b r , - ~ , . .  
ST. VIKCEKT A??> GRENADINES Agro-labs 
Development Corporation of S t .  Vincent 
S t .  Vincent Publ ic  Library 
SURIKAME Suriname Nat ional  Planning Unit 
TRIKIDAD A?JD TOBAGO Caribbean I n d u s t r i a l  Research I n s t i t u t e  
TURKS AX9 CAICOS ISLA?DS Development Board of Turks and Caicos I s l a n d s  
i) Data collected on &source Brsons of Work 
for  CrCS 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS WllO HAVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUARY, 1989. 
MR. L.A. DAVIS - JPd4UC.A BUREAU OIF STANDARDS ................................................................ A .  1. NAME: 
F L T m n m E m m  
FIELD OF PRACTICE: ................................................... 
ABOVE AVERAGE ADEQUATE BELOW AVERAGE D 
3 .  PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN SOLUTION OF SIMILIhR PROBLENS. 
10 YRS 5 - 9 YRS J7 3 - 5 Y R S D  LIMITED 
4 .  STRENGTll/WEAKNESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSION OF MULTI-DISCIPLINhRY 
SKI LI,S. 
HIGII MED I OM LOW 
TECI INOLOGI CAL 
MANAGEMENT 
5. CAPABILITY TO ASSUME BASIC ROLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT & PROCESS CONSULTANT & 
2. DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF ASSIGNMENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL ,a SATISFACTORY PhRTlAL 
3. 
3.1. WIiAT SHARE OF COST SHOULD A CLIENT PAY F'OR ASSIGNMJ2NT. 
LESS T I M  50% & SO\ 100% 
3.2 IF LESS THAN 50\, EXPLAIN WHY? 
4 .  DURnTlON OF ASSIGNMENT 
SHORT SAT1 SFACTORY & LONG 
IF NOT SATISFACTORY, EXPLAIN REASON(S) WHY? 
5. IS CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
YES && NO D. 
EXPLANATIONS OF CLnSSIFICATIONS 
1 . FORMAL EDUCATI ON/TECIlNI ChL TRAINING 
IiIGH - PhD/MhSTER8S/TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC TRAINING IN SPECIUIZED 
FIELD (e.g.  EIGHT (8) Y W  PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE (3) YEARS TRAINING. 
ABOVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. P1.US FIVE (5) YEARS TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGIIER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY/TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5 - 8 YEARS 
TRAINING. 
BELOW AVERAGE - CRAFTSMAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEmS 
TRAINING AND 3 YEARS JOURNEYMAN EXPERIENCE: OR 
10 Y E W  OF TECHNICAL, SKILL ACQUIRED ON TKE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTICE. 
2 .  TYPE OF SPEClhLIZED SKILLS 
TECIINOLOGICAL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. INFORMATION/QUALITY 
CONTROL/STANDARDIZATIO~~? /TRAINING .
ECONOMIC/ACCOUIJTING/COSTING - TECHNO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
MANAGEMENT - MRRKETING/PRODUCTION/ACCOUNTING/FINANCI CONTROL. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS W110 HAVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUARY, 1989. 
...................... A.  1. NNE: .. . ? l s . ~ ~ . D ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ l ~ . .  
m P ~ S I N G ~ ~ [ ~  ................................................ FIELD OF PRnCTICE: 
2. F O W  EDUCATION/TECtlNICAL TWINING 
ABOVE AVERAGE ADEQUATE / BELOW AVERAGE 
3 .  PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN SOLUTION OF SIMILINl PROBLEMS. 
10 YRS 5 - 9 Y R S  J;7f 3 - 5 YRS LIMITED 
4 .  STRENGTH/WEAKNESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSION OF MULTI-DISCIPLINhRY 
SKILLS. 
tIIGI1 MEDIUM LOW 
TECHNOLOGICAL 
MANAGEMENT 
5 .  CAPABILITY TO ASSUME BASIC RCLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT & PROCESS CONSULTANT 
ST. ZlUCIA - FOOD K)mICP3S 5/88 
B. 1. PERJXlRMED CM=S ASSIGNMENTS IN ........................................ 
-A - W/85 ....................................................................... 
2. DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF ASSIGNMENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL ,= SATISFACTORY PhRT1A.L 
3 .  
3.1. WHAT SIIARE OF COST SiIOULD A CLIENT PAY FOR U S  IGNHENT. 
LESS T i m  50% & 509 100% 0 
3.2 IF LESS TtlAN 509, EXPLAIN WIIY? 
4. DURnTION OF ASSIGNMENT 
SllORT SAT1 S FACTORY & 
IF NOT SATISFACTORY, EXPLAIN REASON(S) WHY? 
LONG J-7 
5. IS CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
YES & NO /-1. 
EXPIANATIONS OF CLASSIFICATIONS 
1. F O W  EDUCATION/TECHNlCAL TRAINING 
HlGH - PhD/IWiSTEReS/TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC TRAINING IN SPECIALIZED 
FlELD ( e . g .  EIGHT (8) YEARS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE ( 3 )  YEARS TWINING. 
ABOVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. PL.US FIVE ( 5 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGHER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY/TECHNlCAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5 - 8 YEARS 
TWIN1 NG. 
BELOW AVERAGE - CRAFTSMAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEARS 
TRAINING AND 3 YEARS JO'JFUJEYMAN EXPERIENCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECHNICIU SKILL ACQUIRED ON THE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTICE. 
2. TYPE OF SPECIALIZED SKILL? 
TECHNOLOGICAL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. INFORMATION/QUALITY 
C O N T R O L / S T ~ N U ) I Z A T I O ~ ! / ~ R A I N I N G .  
ECONOMIC/ACCOUNTING/COSTING - TECHNO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVlTY STUDIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
HNJAGWNT - MARKETING/PRODUCTION/ACCOLJNTING/FINANCIAL CONTROL. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS Wli0 IIAVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUARY, 1989. 
P m a  DUNCAN ................................................................ A .  1. NAME: 
Mm-IANImT.4 & - - (i?mEm m D U r n Y  FIELD O F  PRACTICE: ................................................... 
ABOVE AVERAGE ADEQUATE & BELQW AVERAGE 
3. PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE 1N SOLUTION O F  S I M l L I A R  PRODLEMS. 
10 YRS 5 - 9 YRS & 3 - 5 YRS / LIMITED 
4 .  STRENGTIl/WEAKNESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSlON O F  MULTI-DISClPLINARY 
S K I L L S .  
HlG11 MEDIUM LOW 
TECIINOLOGICAL 4 z 7  /7 
MANAGEMENT 
5 .  CAPABJLlTY TO ASSUME BASIC RCLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT & PROCESS CONSULTANT 
B. 1. PERFORMED CTCS ASSIGNMENTS I N  . .- -. OF. .- . - 
2. DEGREE OF SUCCESS O F  ASSIGNMENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL SATISFACTORY PARTIAL 
3. 
3.1. WHAT SHARE OF COST SllOULD A CLIENT PAY FOR ASSIGNMENT. 
LESS TILW 50% 50% 100% /7 
3.2 IF LESS THAN 501, EXPLAIN WHY? 
4. DURATION OF ASSIGNMENT 
SHORT SAT 1 S FACTORY 
IF NOT SATISFACTORY, EXPLAIN REASON(S) WHY? 
LONG J-7 
, 5 .  IS CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
YES 
EXPMATIONS OF CLASSIFlCATIONS 
1. FORMAL EDUCATlON/TECIINICAL TRAINING 
HIGII - PhD/MASTER'S/TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC TRAINING IN SPECIALIZED 
FIELD ( e . g .  EIGHT (8) YEhRS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELOPHENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE ( 3 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ABOVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. PLUS FIVE (5 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGllER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY/TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5 - 8 YEARS 
TRAINING. 
BELOW AVERAGE - CRAT'rSMAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEARS 
TIUiINlNG AND 3 YEARS JOURNEYMAN EXPERIEldCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECHNICAL SKILL ACQUIRED ON THE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTICE. 
2 .  TYPE OF SPEClhLIZED SKILLS 
TECIfNOLOGICAL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. INFOWTION/QUALITY 
C O N T R O L / S T A N D A R D I Z A T I O ~ J ~ R A I N ~ N G .  
ECONOMIC/ACCOUNTING/COSTING - TECIINO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES/ACCOLJNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
W A G E H E N T  - MWCETING/PRODUCTION/ACCOUNTING/FINANCIAL CONTROL. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS W110 HAVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUARY. 1 9 0 9 -  
KEBLE MLTNN 
A. 1. NAME: ................................-...-.......-.......-.......-.-. 
COFFEE ( x c x m J G / p r n S ~  
FIELD O F  PRACTICE: .................................-...-...........-... 
2.  FOREVU. EDUCATION/TECIINlCAL TRAINING 
HIGH & ABOVE AVERAGE ADEQUATE J BELOW AVERAGE 
3 .  PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE 1 N  SOLUTION O F  S l H l L l A R  PROBLEMS. 
3 - 5 YRS / LIMITED 
4 .  STRENGTH/WENCNESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSlON O F  MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 
SKILLS.  
HlGll MEDl UH LOW 
MANAGEMENT ~7 d .a 
5 .  CAPABILITY TO ASSUME B h S l C  ROLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT d PROCESS CONSULTANT d 
x)cPImTCA B. 1. PERFORMED CTCS ASSIGNMENTS I N  .............................-.----..... 
....................................................................... 
2 .  DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF ASSIGNMENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL ,= SATISFACTORY /1 PARTIAL & 
3. 
3 . 1 .  WHAT SIVLRE OF COST SHOULD A CLIENT PAY FOR ASSIGNMENT. 
LESS TLlAN 50% ff 50% & 100% 
3.2 IF LESS THAN SO%, EXPLAIN WHY? 
4 .  DURATION OF ISSIGNMCNT 
SIIORT D SAT1 SFACTORY & LONG 
IF NOT SATISFACTORY, EXPLAIN REhSON(S) WHY? 
5 .  IS CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
YES 4 
EXPMATIONS OF CLASSIFICATIONS 
1. FORMAL EDUCATION/TECHNICAL TRAINING 
HIGH - PhD/MASTER'S/TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC TRnINING IN SPECIALIZED 
FIELD (e.9. EIGHT (8) YEMS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELX)P)3ENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE (3) YEARS TRAINING. 
ABOVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. PL-US FIVE ( 5 )  Y E W  TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGHER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE  FRO^ COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECIINOLXX;Y/TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5 - 8 YEARS 
TRAINING. 
BELOW AVERAGE - CRAFI'SMAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEARS 
TRAINING ?+I'D 3 YEhRS JO'JRJJEYMAN EXPERIENCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECHNICAL SKILL ACQUIRED ON THE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTICE . 
2 .  TYPE OF SPECIALIZED SKILLS 
TECHNOLOGICAL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PWT AND EQUIPMENT. INFORMATION/QUA.LITY 
~ONTROL/ST~ARDIZATIO~! /I'RAINI NG. 
ECONOMIC/ACCOUNTING/COSTING - TECHNO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
MANAGEMENT - HNUCETING/PRODUffION/ACCOUNTING/FINAHCIAL CONTROL. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS W10 W\VE WORKED FOR (=TCS - FEBRUARY, 1989. 
F l E L D  O F  PRACTICE : .- . @ ? & y s z S m m  .m .s%m .- 
I1IGI1 /-7 ABOVE AVERAGE ADEQUATE BELOW AVERRGE 
3 .  PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE I N  SOLUTION O F  S l N l L I A R  PROBLEMS. 
10 Y R S  5 - 9 YRS 3 - 5 YRS LIMITED J-7 
4 .  STRENGTI{/WENUJESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSION OF MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 
S K I L L S .  
HIGI1 MEDI UH L O W  
ECONOM I C/ACCOUNTI NS/COSTI NG /-7 
5. CAPABILITY TO ASSUME B U I C  ROLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTAN'I' d PROCESS CONSULTANT & 
Bn;rZE - aXKRET5 BU3CK QUALITY AND T E S T X  B. 1. PERFORMED CTCS ASSIGNHENTS I N  .....--...---.-.----.--...---------.---- 
....................................................................... 
2 .  DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF MSlGNMENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL SA'l'ISlVC'I'ORY P A R T l u  ff 
3 . 1 .  WilAT SllhRE OF COST SllOULD A CLIENT PAY M R  MSIGNHENT. ' 
LESS T l W  5 0 %  /-7 
3 . 2  I F  LESS THAN 5 0 0 ,  EXPLAIN Wily? 
4 .  DURATION OF MSIGNMENT 
StlORT r-7 SAT 1 S FACTORY 
I F  NOT SATISFACTORY, EXPLAIN RCASON(S) WHY? 
LONG J-7 
5 .  I S  CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
YES 
EXPLANATIONS OF CLASSIFICATIONS 
1. FORMAl. EDUCATION/TECtINICAL TRAINING 
HIGH - P~D/MASTER'S/TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC TRAINING IN SPECIALIZED 
FIELD ( e . g .  EIGHT (8)  YEARS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE ( 3 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ABOVE AVERnGE - BSc/B.A. PLUS FIVE (5) Y E S  TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - IlIGIIER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
ANT7 TECHNOLOGY/TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5 - 8 YEARS 
TRAINING. 
BELOW AVERAGE - CRAFTSHAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-voc EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEARS 
TFVIINING AND 3 YEARS JOVWEYMAN EXPERIE'JCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECHNICAL SKILL ACQUIRED ON THE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTICE. 
2 .  TYPE OF SPECIALIZED SKILLS 
TECllNOLOGlCAL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. INFORMATION/QUALITY 
CONTROL/STAND~IZATIO~J NING . 
ECONOMIC/ACCOUNTING/COSTlNG - TECHNO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
MANAGEMENT - MNUCETING/PRODUCTION/ACCOUrrrING/FINANCIhL CONTROL. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS WHO tWVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUARY, 1989. 
NAHE: 
2. F O W  EDUCATION/TECItNIChL TWINING 
lllGIl /-7 ABOVE AVERAGE ADEQUATE & BELOW AVERRGE 
3 .  PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE 1N SOLUTION OF SlMlLIAR PROBLEMS. 
10 YRS 5 - 9 YRS & 3 - 5 YRS / LIMITED 
4 .  STRENGTH/WEAKNESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSION OF MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 
SKI US. 
HIGll MED I UM LOW 
5. ChPN31LITY TO ASSUME BASlC ROLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT d PROCESS CONSULTNIP & 
-A - Mxm mTEmRISES B- 1- PEPJWRHED CTCS ASSIGNMENTS IN ........................................ 
ELI. HarnL IOXHEv. DPrnJCN;. PI. D m ? .  F.S. Ys.??% -. P!???. ..... 
2 .  DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF ASSIGNFENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL . SAT1 SFACTORY 
4, 
PARTlhL /7f 
3 .  
3.1. WIlAT SIlARE OF COST StIOULD A CLIENT PAY FOR XSIGNMENT. 
LESS TIIAN 5 0 0  ff 50% 100% 
3 . 2  I F  LESS THAN 5 0 1 ,  EXPLAIN WHY? 
................................................................. 
DURnTION OF ASSIGNMENT 
SIIORT D SATISFACTORY & 
I F  NOT SATISFACI'ORY, EXPLAIN E A S O N ( S )  WHY? 
LONG 
I S  CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
YES & NO ff. 
EXPLANATIONS OF CLhSSIFlCATIONS 
IIIGII - PhD/HhSTERIS/TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC TRAINING IN SPECIALIZED 
FIELD ( e . g .  ElGIIT (8)  YEARS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVEIDPEIENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE ( 3 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ABOVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. PL.US FIVE ( 5 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGHER NATIONU CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECtINOLCGY/TECtINICAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5 - 8 YEARS 
TRnlNING. 
BELOW AVERnGE - CRAFTSMAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEARS 
TRAlNlNG AND 3 Y E W  JOLJFUJEYMAN EXPERIENCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECllNlCAL SKILL ACQUIRED ON THE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTICE. 
2 .  TYPE OF SPEClALIZED SKILLS 
TECilNOUXICAL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPEIENT. INFORHATION/QUALITY 
CONTROL/STANDAFUIIZATIO~~/I'RAINING. 
ECONOMIC/ACCOUNTING/COSTING - TECHNO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STWIES/ 
PRODUCTLVITY STUDIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
WAGEILENT - WLRY~TING/PRODUCTION/ACCOUNTING/FINANCIAL CONTROL. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS WHO HAVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUhRY, 1989- 
G?mm?! P ~ I C N / l ? ~  DEsIrn
FIELD OF PRACTICE: ................................................... 
ABOVE AVERAGE mEQUATE a BEloW AVERAGE 
3. PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN SOLUTION OF SlMILlAR PROBLEMS. 
10 Y R S  5 - 9 Y R S -  3 - 5 YRS / LlMITED a 
4 .  STRENGTl1/WEAKNESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSION OF MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 
SKILLS. 
MEDIUM LOW 
5. CAPABILITY 'IY) ASSUME BASIC ROLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT /Jf PROCESS CONSULTANT C f  
ST. m s ,  (2) W S  (3) DcI4mICA ( 4 )  ST. LUCm B. 1. PERFORMED CTCS ASSIGNMENTS IN ........................................ 
2. DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF ASSIGNMENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL ,& 
3. 
3.1. WHAT SIUUE OF COST SllOULD A CLIENT PAY FOR SSIGNIIENT. 
LESS TIW 50% a 50% d 1000 
3.2 IF LESS THAN 508 ,  EXPLAIN WHY? 
4. DURATION OF ASSIGNMENT 
SHORT & SAT1 S FACTORY LONG J-l 
IF NOT SATISFACPORY, EXPLAIN RESON(S) WHY? 
EDUCATIOIQL LEi'ZL OF' TRPLEE RECRUITS TOO U 3 4  ................................................................. 
5. IS CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
NO /1. 
EXPIANATIONS OF CLASSIFICATIONS 
1. F O W L  EDUCATION/TECHHICAL TRAINING 
HIGH - PhD/HASTER'S/TECHNICRL OR SCIENTIFIC TRAINING IN SPECIALIZED 
FIELD ( e . g .  EIGHT ( 8 )  YEARS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE (3) YEARS TRAINING. 
AaoVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. PLUS FIVE ( 5 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGHER NATION= CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY/TECtINICAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5  - 8  YEARS 
TRAINING. 
BEmW AVERAGE - CFWTSKAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEARS 
TRAINING AND 3 YEARS JOURNEYMAN EXPERIEL'JCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECIINICAL SKILL ACQUIRED ON THE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTI CE . 
2. TYPE OF SPECIALIZED SKlLLS 
TECHNOLOGICAL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. INFORMATION/QUALlTY 
CONTROL/STANDARDIZATIOM/~~IN~NG. 
ECONOMIC/ACCOUNTING/COSTING - TECHNO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
MANAGEMENT - MARKETING/PRODUCTlON/ACCOUNTING/FINANCIAL CONTROL. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RFSOLIRCE PERSONS WllO llAVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUARY, 1 9 8 9 .  
ANlMAL 6 m T R Y  PIiODUCTION ................................. FIELD OF PWLCTICE: -------.--.- 
2. FORWU. EDUCATION/TECHNICAL TRAINING 
ABOVE AVERAGE /J/ ADEQUATE BELOW AVERAGE 
3 .  PREVlOUS EXPERIENCE IN SOLUTION OF SIMILIAR PROBLEHS. 
1 0  YRS LIMITED 
4 .  STRENGTH/WEN;NESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSION OF MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 
SKILLS. 
MANAGEMENT 
5. CAPABILITY TO ASSUKE BASIC RCLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT & 
1. PERFORMED CrCS ASSIGNMENTS I N  
MEDIUM 
7 
PROCESS CONSULTANT /7f 
2. DEGREE OF SUCCESS OF ASSIGNMENT. 
VERY SUCCESSFUL 
3 .  
3.1. WlAT S I W  OF COST SHOULD A CLIENT PAY FOR SSIGNHENT. 
LESS TIM 50% a 50% & 100% /-7 
3.2 IF LESS THAN SO%, EXPLAIN WIW? 
................................................................. 
DURATION OF ASSIGNMENT 
SAT1 SFACTORY J-7 LONG j 
IF NOT SATISFAWRY, EXPLAIN REASON(S) WfY? 
IS CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
YES NO D. 
1. F O W  EDUCATION/TECHNIChL TRAINING 
IlIGH - PhD/).LI\STER'S/TECHNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC TRAINING IN SPECIALIZED 
FIELD (e.g. EIGHT (8)  YEARS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE (3) YEARS TRAINING. 
MOVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. PlUS FIVE (5) YEARS TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGHER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY/TECHNICN, INSTITUTE, PLUS 5 - 8 YEARS 
TRAINING. 
BELOW AVERAGE - CRAFTSMAN CERTIFICATE IN TECI1-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEWS 
TRAINING AND 3 YEARS J0'JRIEYMA.N EXPERIENCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECHNICAL SKILL ACQUIRED ON THE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTICE. 
2. TYPE OF SPECIhLIZED SKILLS 
TECIINOLOGICAL - PRODUCT/PFOCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. INFORMATION/QUALITY 
CONTROL/ST~ARDIZATION /TWINING. 
ECONOHIC/ACCOUNTING/COSTING - TEC~O-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STLTDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVITY STUUIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
MANAGEMENT - MARKETING/PRODUCTION/ACCOUNTING/FINANCIAt CONTROL. 
DATA COLLECTED ON RESOURCE PERSONS WI10 HAVE WORKED FOR CTCS - FEBRUARY, 1 9 8 9 .  
F~CD lm3mIM;IST (PATTIES) 
FIELD O F  P M C T I C E :  ................................................... 
2.  FORIVU. EDUCATION/TECHNICAL TRAINING 
ABOYE AVEMGE d ADEQUATE BELQW AVERAGE 
3 .  PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE I N  SOLUTION O F  S I M I L I A R  PROBLEM. 
10 YRS /7 5 - 9 YRS 3 - 5 YRS / LIMITED 
4 .  STRENGTIl/WEhKNESSES OF RESOURCE PERSONS BY POSSESSION O F  MULTI-DISCIPLINARY 
SKILLS.  
HIGH MED lUH L O W  
TECIWOLOG ICAL d /I E 7  
MANAGEMENT 
5.  CAPABILITY TO ASSUME BASIC ROLES 
RESOURCE CONSULTANT & PROCESS CONSULTANT & 
PERFORFED CTCS ASSIGNMENTS ST. KI?TS ........................................ 
2 .  DEGREE O F  SUCCESS OF ASSIGNMENT. 
W R Y  SUCCESSFUL .= SATISFACTORY PWT1A.L a 
3. 
3.1. WHAT SllARE OF COST SHOULD A CLIENT PAY FOR MSIGNMEHT. 
LESS THAN 500 500 & 100% 
3.2 IF LESS T I M  SO%, EXPLAIN WIY? 
DURATION OF MSIGNMENT 
SNORT SAT IS FACTORY 
IF NOT SATISFACTORY, EXPLAIN REASON (S) WHY? 
LONG a 
IS CONSULTANCY FEE SATISFACTORY? 
YES NO /1. 
EXPLANATIONS OF CLASSIFICATIONS - 
1. FORMAL EDUCATION/TECHNICAL. TRAINING 
HIGII - PhD/MASTER'S/TECBNICAL OR SCIENTIFIC TRAINING IN SPECIALIZED 
FIELD (e.g. EIGHT ( 8 )  YEARS PLUS IN PRODUCT/PROCESS 
DEVELOPMENT BEYOND BSc LEVEL); PLUS THREE (3) YEARS TRAINING. 
ABOVE AVERAGE - BSc/B.A. PLUS FIVE ( 5 )  YEARS TRAINING. 
ADEQUATE - HIGHER NATIONAL CERTIFICATE FROM COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE 
AND TECIINOLOGY/TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PLUS 5  - 8  YERRS 
TRAINING. 
BELOW AVERAGE - CRhFTSMAN CERTIFICATE IN TECH-VOC EDUCATION PLUS 5 YEARS 
TRAINING AND 3 YEARS JOURNEYMAN EXPERIENCE: OR 
10 YEARS OF TECHNICAL. SKILL ACQUIED ON TIiE JOB TRAINING/ 
PRACTICE. 
2 .  TYPE OF SPECIhLIZED SKILLS 
TECIINOLOGICAL - PRODUCT/PROCESS/PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. INFoR~~TION/QUAL.ITY 
CONTROL/STANDARDIZATIO~: /~RAINING. 
ECONOMIC/ACCOU1J?'ING/COSTING - TECIINO-ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STLJDIES/ 
PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES/ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (BASIC). 
MANAGEKENT - MNU(ETING/PRODUCTION/ACCOUNTING/FIN~CI~L CONTROL. 
ii) Data mllected in interviews/visits 
with Users of C X S '  Services 
DATA COLLEC'ED I N  INTERvIEWS/STTE V I S I T S  WTTI1 USERS O F  c?i"'S SERVICE, ,  
A. 1. NhME: COILTRONICS LTD - ST. KI l 'TS - L. MARTIN - GENERAL MANAGER. ................................................................. 
FOREIGN/ - E A L  REGlSTRATION 2.  OWNERSHIP AND HANAGmNT: ............................................ 
GENERAL W A G E R  - MREIGN.  ..................................................................... 
S I Z E :  MEDIUM SCALE ENTERPRISE. ................................................................. 
EQUIPMENT EC $ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0  ........................................................... 
5 0 - 1 0 0  (VARIES WITH SUB-CONTRACT) EMPLOYEES: ........................................................... 
NOT STATED ............................................................... SALES: 
4 .  W T :  DOMESTIC CARlCOH a EXTWL-REGIONAL & 
5 .  PRODUCT/SERVICE: 
COMPONEh'TS OF HICFO-COMPUTERS TRANSFORnERS/COILS. 
CONSUMER INDUSTRIAL 
6. TYPE OF OPEFWTION: 
ONE-OFF OR VERY StlALL BATCliES 
MEDIUM TO LARGE BATCIIES & FOR EXPORT. 
7 .  PROCESS/TECIINOLQGI CAL LEVEL : 
S C I E h T I F l C  OR TECfINOLOGlCAL COMPLEXITY 




2 NO. OF WAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY STAFF: .............................. 
0 ................................ NO. OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECIMICAL STAFF: 
50 - 100 NO. OF WORKERS IN PRODUCTION: ......................................... 
9. FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL: ................................. 
10. SERVlCES PERFORFED BY CTCS: 
To establish on-line QC for assembly of electronic components for 
microcomputer. Consultant performed quality control duties for 
Inter. (B'DOS) . 
11. CLIENT SATISFACTION WIT11 CONSULTANCY SERVICE. 
VERY SATISFIED /-7 SATISFIED & DISSATISFXED 
12. TIMELINESS OF CTCS'S RESPONSE TO CLIENT'S REQUEST. 
13. CLlENT'S VlEW ON DURATION OF VISIl'S. 
In-house quality inspection but principals (buyers) also perform 
acceptance quality levels testing. Client is using quality 
control system of principals. 
14. WOOID CLIENT HEET SHAREXI/NLL COST OF NEXT ASSIGNllENT (INDICATED AS APPROX. 
US $ZOO/DAY). 
COST SHARING 50% d RJLL =T a CONDITIONAL // 
Client has capacity to bear full cast. 
15. AGE/DEGREE-OF-DFVELOPHENT OF ENTERPRISE: 
GROKTH M NORMAL LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS & 
MATURITY/EXPANSION/UP-GWIDING/DECLINE 5 YRS + a 
16. ASSOCIATED/ATTRIBUTABLE BENEFIT IN RTNCTIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CI'CS ASSIGNMENT. 





Confidence in know-how/ 




Significant Change Major change/ 
(10-lS%)/Satisfactory (15-20%) Ha jor 
Improvement. Improvement. 
Uanagement b Supervisory 
Plan b Control. 
Uarketing/Sales Plan 6 Control 
Accounting C Finance Plan & 
Control. 
Production Plan & Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
DATA COLLECTED I N  INTERVIEWS/SITE V I S I T S  WITII USERS OF CrCS SERVICE,  
FEBRUARY - MARCII, 1989 
SllN ISLAND CLOTHES L T D  - ST.  K I T T S  - SAM N A R I A N I ,  GENERAL MANAGER A. 1. NAME: ................................................................ 
MAJOR SHAREHOLDER/LOCAL MANAGEHENT 2. . OWNERSIIIP AND MANAGEMENT: ............................................ 
MEDIUM.SCALE ENTERPRISE 3. S I Z E :  ................................................................. 
I - s T m N T :  ... .U~S~$l~OO,OOO . ( IN  INDUSTRIAL SEWING MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT) ............................................. 
EWLOYEES : .  .)?!N:. .?5. .'. .M.!X. .1.60.. ...................................... 
SALES . . . . . . .  ti01 .STATED .(BU; .COul$ ... EXCEED -EC$2 ........................... m i :  1 ion)  
4 .  W T :  DOHCSTlC & CARICOH EXTRA-REGIONAL 
5 - PRODUCT/SERVICE: GARMENTS FOR LOCAL POPULATION AND SOME CARICOM COUNTRI ES 
(SCHOOL UNIFORMS, FACTORY COVERALLS, SPECIAL ORDERS FOR USA. 
6 .  TYI'C OF OPElU'I' lOti:  
MEIIIUI.: '1'0 I .AR( ;~ :  ~ A I ' C I  11,:s MEDIUM S I Z E D  
7 . Pl~WE~;5/'J'E(:l lNOlAK ICAI. I,l<VEi,: YES N (-1 
S C J  E ~ I T I P J  C 011 ':'ECIINOL.W;J CAI. C O P I P L C ~ I T Y  DESIGN D ,- . 7  8 - .  
l l l G l l  Cl1AlTStl'rt: Stcl l ~ l . ~ ~ / ~ l ~ l ~ C l l ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ i t ~ ~  Pf L - 7  
SEMI -St;  I I.L1:D/K~rtiUTi:. rf L7 
8. PERSONNEL: 
4 .............................. NO. OF MNAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY STAFF: 
................................ NO. OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECIINICAL STAFF: 
6 5 ......................................... NO. OF WORKERS IN PRODUCTION: 
P R I V A T E  AND I N S T I T U T I O N A L  ................................. 9 .  FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL: 
10. SERVICES PCI?I.'OfU/,EU I3Y CTCS: ( 1 )  AND STUDY 
( 2 )  FACTORY LAYOUT.  
C L I E N T  HAD LABOUR PROBLEMS. 
11- CIAICNT ShTlSPr~13'1.10:: k' l * lSl l  C O ~ : S U L T ~ , ~ J C Y  S E R ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
1 4 .  CLIENT MEET SHARED/lWU COST OF NEXT ASSIGNWrr (INDICATED M APPROX. 
US $ZOO/DAY) . 
COST S W I N G  501 & N L L  COST CONDITIONAL a 
C L I E N T  HAS CAPACITY TO BEAR FULL COST. 
15. AGE/DEGREE-OF-DWPHENT OF ENTERPRISE: 
GROWTH TO N O W  LFVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS 0 
16. ASSOCIATED/ATTRIB~ABLE BENEFIT IN ~CTIONAL/OPERATIK; AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CM=S ASSIGNMENT. 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IMPROVEMENT/CHAHGE 
Significant Change Major change/ 






Confidence in know-how/ 
Trained nanpower 
2 .  ECONOMIC 
Profit/Sales/Operating 
Costs/Product Costs. 
Management & Supervisory 
Plan & Control. 
Uarketing/Sales Plan & Control 
Accounting & Finance Plan & 
Control. 
Production Plan & Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
DATA COLLEC'I'ED I N  INTERVIEWS/SITE V I S I T S  WIT11 USERS OF CI'CS S E R V I C E ,  
FEBRUARY - HARCII, 1909 
PALMS PAT ISSERIE  - ST. K I T T S  - GLORIA VEIRA 81 CARMEN OTTLEY ................................................................. A.  1. NAPE: 
PARTNERSHIP ............................................ 2 .  OWNERSllIP AND MANAGEMENT: 
MICRO-ENTERPRISE 3 .  S I Z E :  ................................................................. 
INVESTMEKT: ........................................................... 
4 ........................................................... EMPLOYEES: 
..................................... .......... S U E S :  .kc .$!?OIOOO!Y!-. 





6. TYPE O P  0 P E W ~ ' T I O t I :  
ONE-OPP OR VERY SHAl. l .  BA'l'CllES & 
COST SHAFUNG 50% & FULL COST /--7 CUNDITIONAL 
15. AGE/DEGREE-OF-DmLOPMENT OF ENTERPRISE: 
GROWTH TO N O W  LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS & 
WTURITY/EXPANSION/LIP-GRADING/DECLINE 5 YRS + 
16. ASSOCIAmD/ATTRIBUTABLE BENEFIT IN FUNCTIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CTCS ASSIGNMENT. 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IMPROVEHENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change Major change/ 
(10-lS%)/Satisfactory (15-20%) Major 
Improvement . Improvement. 
Product Quality/ 
Process Control/ / 
Standardization/ 







Uanagement 6 Supervisory 
Plan 6 Control. 
Uarketing/Sales Plan 6 Control 
Accounting b Finance Plan 6 
Control . 
Production Plan 6 Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
1 .............................. NO. O F  IWNAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY STAFF:  
NO. O F  S C I E N T I F I C  AND TECllNICAL STAFF: ................................ 
5 NO. OF WORKERS I N  PRODUCTION: ......................................... 
10. SCI7VlCES PEIVON4ED BY CTCS: 
POTENTIAL - PREVIOUSLY APPROACHED DEVELOPMENT BANK FOR FINANCE AND TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE, BUT WAS "UNSUCCESSUL". 
VERY SAl'iSI 'JCD [_7 S ~ I T I S F I E D  
8. PERSONNEL : 
... ......................... NO. O F  MANAGERIN, AND SUPERVISORY STAFF:  /. 
................................ NO. O F  S C I E N T I F I C  AND TECllNICAL STAFF:  
NO. O F  WORKERS 3 ......................................... PRODUCTION: 
9. FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL:  ................................. 
10. SERVICES PERFORICICD DY CTCS:  
TO P R O V I D E  KNOW-HOW I N  B A K I N G / P A S T R I E S .  
1.1. CLIENT S A T I S I ' ~ I C T I O N  h'lTII COIJSULTrrlJCY SERVICE.  
VERY srmsnL-" S ~ , ~ ~ I S ~ I E I ;  D I s s A T I s r x E D  
12. TI 1:ESS 01' C'i'CS ' S  IJI:SPOI;SC 1'0 C L I  E1:'I"S REQUEST. 
rris'l' ;,, ; , ; ~ ] T ~ J ~ : > l ; j , l :  rf SLOK 
1.3. C L l  l~:fJ'Is'S L ' l  l:h' ()!- 1 ) t J I : t i ' i ' l  01; 01.. Vl  5IA!'5. 
S t !  j -- r'.;:t I I I t ! '  4 .-- L O N G  L7 
DATA COLLECTED I N  1NTERVIEk'S/SITE V I S I T S  WITH USERS OF CrCS S E R V I C E ,  
FEBRUARY - HARCII, 1989 
LEEWARD SHRIMP COMPANY - ST. K I T T S  - L. BOWER, AN AQUACULTURE BREEDING A. 1. NAME: .................................... 
AND-PROCESSING PLANT. 
SINGLE OWNER ............................................ 2 .  OWNERSIIIP AND HNJAGEMENT: 
.. EMPLOYEES : .6 ..................................................... 
........ S A L E S :  Us . $ ! s o  ,OOO!Y~ ........................................... 
4 .  PJdWJ;'T: DOMESTIC /Jfj CARICOM EXTRA-REGIONAL 
5 .  PRODUCT/SERVI CE: SHRIMPS 
INDUSTRIAL cor : s i ,nEn  /Tf 
6 .  TYPE OF OPERATION: 
ONE-OFF on vEnY snnr.~, ~ n . r c l r r - 5  c-- 2000 lbs/pond/yr - ' 8  ponds. 
H E l ) I  U M  1'0 LARGE DA'l'CIII.:S (7 
7 . 1'Itc ':'I:SS/TLCIINDl.CX; 1 CAI. LI:VI.:I.: 
SCI I::J'I'l P 1C OR TECIINOI.(K l (:A], f'Of:lli .I:}: I ';'y 
Ill ' i l l  C l U ~ , ~ I ' S M ~ i t <  ! ; ) : I  ~ . I . ~ ~ , ~ ' ' J ' I ~ : ( ~ I I t ~  I ( J ;.t;:, 
SEH I -SKJ I.LCD/HAliiiIt:. 
14. WOULD CLIENT I[Em S H A R E D / W  COST OF NEXT LSSSIGNlrIENT (INDICATED AS APPROX. 
US $2OO/DAY ) . 
COST SHARING 501 / FULL COST CONDITIONAL 
15. AGE/DEGREE-OF-DEVEmPI[ENT OF ENTERPRISE: 
GROWl'H TO N O W  LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS 
MTURITY/EXPANSION/UP-GRADING/DECLINE 5 YRS + 
16. ASSOCIATED/ATTRIBVTABLE BENEFIT IN FUNCTIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CTCS ASSIGNMENT. 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IIWROVEMENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change Ua jor change/ 










Plan & Control. 
Uarketing/Sales Plan & Control 
Accounting & Finance Plan C 
Control . 
Production Plan & Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
DATA COLLEnED IN INTERVIEWS/SITE VISITS WITH USERS OF CrCS SERVICE, 
FEBRUARY - MARCII, 1989 ST. K I T T S  
ST. K I T T S  MASONRY PRODUCTS (SKMP) A. 1.  NAME: ................................................................. 
SUBSIDIARY OF LOCAL CONGLOMERATE ............................................ 2. OWNERSIIIP AND MANAGEMENT: 
.. ..................................... INVESTMENT': EL$. -1. f lLLJDN. PLUS.. 
sues: ...... .EL A125 MILLION ......................................... 
4. P!!Zl': DOMESTIC & CARlCOK EXTRA-REGIONAL /T7 
CONCRETE BLOCKS 
YES NC) 
1 .............................. NO. OF MANAGERIhL AND SUPERVISORY STUP: 
................................ NO. OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECllNIChL STAPP: 
10 ......................................... NO. OP WORKERS IN PRODUCTION: 
9 .  FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL: ................................. 
10. SERVICES PEI?TORMCD BY CTCS: 
POTENTIAL CLIENT - QUALITY CONTROL/STANDARDS/SPECIFICATION 
1.1 . CLIEt:T SirTI SI'AC1'lOt.I WI1'11 COt.ISUL'rfit4CY SERVICE. 
h:l,;l) I (If! .LIE7 
DISSATISFIED ff 
14 .  WOUID CLIENT MEET SHARED/NLL COST OF NEXT ASSIGNlIEKT (INDICATED AS APPWX. 
US si?OO/DAY). 
COST SHARING 50% ff FULL COST CONDITIONAL /7 
GROWTH N O W  LEWL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS /-J 
MATURITY/EXPANSION/UP-GRADING/DECLINE 5 YRS + /-7 
16. ASSOCIATED/ATTRIBUTABLE BENEFIT IN FLRJCTIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQLTENCE OF CTCS ASSIGNKENT. 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IMPROVEKENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change najor change/ 
(10-lS\)/Satisfactory (15-20%) Major 
Improvement. Improvement. 









Management 6 Supervisory 
Plan 6 Control. 
Harketing/Sales Plan 6 Control 
Accounting L Finance Plan & 
Control. 
Production Plan 6 Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
DATA COLLECTED IN INTERVIEWS/SITE VISITS WITH USERS OF CIY3S SERVICE, 
FEBRUARY - HnRCII, 1989 
ISLAND BAKERIES - ST.  K I T T S  A. 1. NAME:. ................................................................. 
SINGLE OWNER/MNAGER 2. OWNERSIIIP AND MANAGEMENT: ............................................ 
MICRO-ENTERPRISE 3 .  SIZE: ................................................................. 
INVESTMENT: ........................................................... 
6 EMPLOYEES: ........................................................... 
sAl>l : s  : ....... .E.C. .6?N tqqq ............................................ 
4. I.:Mt;Er1': DOMESTIC ,& CARICOM EXTfW-REGIONAL 
5 . 1~l?OlliJC'~/SEl?VICE : 
GENERAL BAKERY PRODUCTS - SPECIAL PASTRIES (CROISSANTS, P A T T I E S ) .  
ii' 
8. PERSONNEL: 
/ .............................. NO. O F  MANAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY S T W F :  
NO. O F  S C I E N T I F I C  AND TECllNICAL STAFF: ................................ 
c NO. O F  WORKERS I N  PRODUCTION: ........................................ 
9 -  FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL: ................................. 
16. SERVICES PEWOWLD BY C'rCS: 
TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW I N  PRODUCTION OF CROISSANTS AND MEAT P A T T I E S .  
11 . CLIEN'T SATJSFriCTIO!: h'I'I'l1 COt:SU:,'rfit;ZY SERVICE. 
V E R Y  SATISI 'IED s r s  /-7 
LONG /-7 
1 4 .  WOULD CLIEXT MEm SHARED/NLL COST OF NEXT ASSIGNMENT (INDICATED AS APPWX- 
US S2OO/DAY) . 
COST SHARING 50% & KJLL COST CONDITIONAL 
GROUTH TO N O W  LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS & 
~TURIW/EXPANSION/UP-GRADING/DECLINE 5 Y R S  + a 
16. ASSOCIATED/ATTRIBUTABLE BEXEFIT IN FUNCTIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CrCS ASSIGNMENT. 
CLkSSI FICATION OF BENEFIT : DEGREE OF IMPROVEMENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change Ha jor change/ 










3 .  MANAGEMENT 
Management & Supervisory 
Plan & Control. 
Marketing/Sales Plan & Control 
Accounting & Finance Plan L 
Control. 
Production Plan & Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
DATA COLLECTED IN INTERVIEWS/SITE VISITS WITH USERS OF CTCS SERVICE, 
FEBRUARY - HhRCI1. 1989 
WIDE ........................................... SPREAD s H M u x m I N G m  MARKFT 2. OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT: 
3. SIZE: ......... m..s.cc ............................................. 
INVESTMENT : .. .EwT .TQ .Bg .v.7-. ................................ 
165 ............................................................ EMPLOYEES: 
ECS 23 mi l l ion  
SALES: ............................................................... 
4. MARKET: DOMESTIC& CARICOM EXTRn-REGIONAL 
5. PRODUCT/SERVICE: 
1) T o i l e t  soap and detergents  
2 ) Cocanut o i l  (production in abeyance) Cost too high 
f o r  cctrpet i t ion 
3) Cocanut - seconhry crup to bananas 
CONSUMER /f; INDUSTRIAL ifj 
6. TYPE OF OPERATION: 
ONE-OFF OR VERY SHALL BATCHES ff 
MEDIUM TO M G E  BATCHES d 
7. PROCESS/TECIINOLXX; ICAL LEVEL: 
SCIENTIFIC OR TEClRJOJBGICAL COMPLEXITY 
IllGI1 CRAFTSMAN SKILLS/TECHNICIANS 
SEMI-SKILLED/MANUAL 
YES NO 
8.  PERSONNEL: 
16 .............................. NO. O F  MANAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY STAFF:  
6 ................................ NO. O F  S C I E N T I F I C  AND TECHNICAL STAEF:  
NO. O F  WON(ERS I N  PRODUCTION: ......................................... 
9. F I N m C E :  PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL:  ................................. 
lo. SERVICES PERFOJWED BY CTCS : TO solve problem .(cracks) in blow mnilded containers 
11. CLIENT SATISFACTION WIT11 CONSULTMCY S E R V I C E .  
VERY S A T I S F I E D  S A T I S F I E D  & D I S S A T I S F I E D  
12. T I M E L I N E S S  OF C T C S ' S  W S P O N S E  TO C L I E N T ' S  REQUEST. 
F u T  ACCEPTABLE rf SLOW 
13. C L I E N T ' S  VIEW ON DURATION O F  V I S I T S .  
SIIOIIT 
14. mXIIJ3 CLIENT MEET SHARD/NLL COST OF .NEXT ASSIGNKEXT (INDICATED AS APPROX- 
US S 2OO/DAY) . 
COST SHARING 50t ff NLL COST CONDITIONAL a 
15.  AGE/DEGREE-OF-DEVEWPIIENT OF ENTERPRISE: 
GROUI'H TO N O W  LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS /7 
UTURITY/EXPANSION/UP<RADING/DECLIHE 5 YRS + d 
16. ASSOCIATED/ATTRIBClTABLE BENEFIT IN FUNCTIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CTCS ASSIGNMENT. 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IMPROVEKENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change Major change/ 




Process Control/ Solution not adquately tested as p r o d u c t i ~  
Standardization/ di s m n  t inued 





Management 6 Supervisory 
Plan 6 Control. 
Uarketing/Sales Plan 6 Control 
Accounting & Finance Plan 6 
Control . 
Production Plan 6 Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
DATA COLLECTED IN INTERVImS/SITE VISITS WITH USERS OF CTCS SERVICE, 
FEBRUARY - MARCH, 1989 
MITICNAL D m =  FuJNtxrION - DOMINICA 
A .  1. NAME: ................................................................. 
OWNERSHIP AND 
SMALLSCALE 3 -  SIZE: ................................................................. 
DEPENDS UPON US A D  AND ECFEW& GWLNTS AND FUNDS 
INVESTMENT: ........................................................... 
11 EMPLOYEES: ........................................................... 
LCXYS OF EC$1,800,000 TO 517 !WLL AW MICm ~ ~ R Z : S E S  SUES: ............................................................... 
4. MARKET: DOMESTIC CARICOM /7 EXTRA-REGIONJU / 
5 .  PRODUCT/SERVlCE: P ~ ~ ~ ~ Y I L A N D ~ T m A S S I S T A N C E m  
!lPAINING TO 9W.L AND M I 0 9  ,SZiLE IMXISI?UES 
CONSUMER 
6. TYPE OF OPERATION: 
ONE-OFF OR VERY SHALL BATCHES a 
MEDIUM TO LARGE BATCHES D 
7 .  PROCESS/TECfINOLOGICAL LEVEL: 
SCIENTlFlC OR TECHNOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY 




8. PERSONNEL : 
3 .............................. NO. OF MANAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY STAFF: 
ls* ................................ NO. OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECIiNIChL STAFF: 
3 NO. OF WORKERS IN PRODUCTION: ......................................... 
UsAlD CAIC/SEAP 9 .  FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
OTHER 3RERNSFIm OW;9!WIONS ....................................................................... 
10. SERVICES PERFORMED BY CTCS : D m p m  S Y m  FOR 
NDF ' s LOAN P O ~ I O  
11. CLIENT SATISFACTION WIT11 CONSULTANCY SERVICE. 
VERY SATISFIED Sf%TISFJED & DISSATISFIED 
12. TIMELINESS OF CTCS'S RESPONSE TO CLIENT'S REQUEST. 
FAST ACCEPTAULE 
13. CLIENT'S VIEW ON DURATION OF VISITS. 
SHORT MEDIUM 
SLOW 
1 4 .  UOUID CLIENT K€ET SHARED/NLL COST OF NEXT ASSIGNMENT (INDICATED AS APPROX. 
Us $2OO/DAY ) . 
COST SHARING 50% PULL (M5T /-7 CONDITIONAL /-7 
15. AGE/DEGREE-OF-DEVEWPHEKr OF ENTERPRISE: 
GROKTH TO N O W  LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS 
16. ASSOCIATED/AWRIBUTABLE BENEFIT IN FUNCTIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAIHED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CTCS ASSIGNMENT. 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IMPROVEMENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change najor change/ 











Management 6 Supervisory 
Plan L Control. 
Marketing/Sales Plan L Control 
Accounting L Finance Plan 6 
Control . 
Production Plan 6 Control/Productivity ' 
Gains. 
DATA COLLECTED IN INTERVIEWS/SITE VISITS WIT11 USERS OF CTCS SERVICE, 
FEBRUARY - MARCH. 1989 
BEKJASHOES PIASTIC CQMPANY LTD. - D a m a C A  
A. 1. N W :  ...............*................................................. 
F A M I L Y ~ A m M A N A G E p  ............................................ 2.  OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT: 
~ S c A T . , E  3. SIZE: .................................................................. 
APPROX. us$250,000 
INVESTMENT: ........................................................... 
10 EMPLOYEES: ........................................................... 
SALES: ... p.?. %??!?. ................................................. 
4. MARKET: DOMESTIC & CARlCOM EXTRA-EGIONAL 
5. PRODUCT/SERVICE: PmlC SHOES 
CONSUMER d INDUSTRIAL 
6. TYPE OF OPERATION: 
ONE-OFF OR VERY SHALL BATCtLES 
HEDIUM TO LhRGE BATCHES d 
7. PROCESS/TECIINOUX;ICAL LEVEL: 
SCIENTIFIC OR TECIINOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY 
HIGll CRNTSHAN SKILLS/TECHNICIANS 
SEMI-SKILLED/MANUAL 
YES NO 
8 .  PERSONNEL: 
NO. OF MNAGERIN.  AND SUPERVISORY STAFF: .... 3 ........................ 
/ ................................ NO. OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECIMICAL STAFF: 
............ NO. OF WORKERS I N  PRODUCTION: .......................... 
/ 
9. FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL: ................................. 
lo. SERVICES P E R F O W D  BY CTCS: STAFF IN OPERATION OF =ON MaTLDllJG 
M?CHINE/DESIGN ANi) CONSI'RiJTT COQLING mm 
11. CLIENT SATISFACTION WIT11 CONSULTANCY SERVICE. 
VERY SATISPIED S A T I S F I E D  & DISSriTISFIEL) 
12. TIMELINESS OF CTCS'S RCSPONSE TO CLIENT'S  REQUEST. 
FAST ACCEPTABLE SLOW 
1 CLIENT'S VIEW ON DURATION OF V I S I T S .  
SiiORT 
1 4 .  WlD CLIENT E E T  SHARED/NLL COST OF NEXT ASSIGNWENT (INDICATED A!S APPROX- 
US $2OO/DAY) . 
COST S W I M  50% & FULL COST CONDITIONAL 
15. AGE/DEGREE-OF-DEWEIX)PHE%T OF ENTERPRISE: 
GROWI'H TO N O W  LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - 5 YRS 
I~ATURITY/EXPANSION/W-GRADING/DECLINE 5 YRS + /-7 
16. ASSOCIATED/A'ITRIBUTABLE BENEFIT IN FUNCTIONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAIHED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CrCS ASSIGNFENT. 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IMPROVEMENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change Ua jor change/ 
(10-15%) /Sat isfactory (15-20%) na jor 
Improvement . Improvement. 




Confidence in know-how/ 
Trained Manpower 
2 .  ECONOMIC 
Profit/Sales/Operating 
Costs/Product Costs. 
Management & Supervisory 
Plan & Control. 
Marketing/Sales Plan 6 Control 
Accounting 6 Finance Plan 6 
Control. 
Production Plan & Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
DATA COLLECTED IN INTERVIEWS/SITE VISITS WITH USERS OF m C S  SERVICE, 
FEBRUARY - MARCH, 1989 
FAMILY E 2 a m m E E  2. OWNERSHIP AND HANAGEP(ENT: .........................................-.. 
SSALLSCALE: 
3.  SIZE: ................................................................. 
ECS 50,000 IN -/ HIGH WRKlX CAPITAL ........................................................... INVESTHENT: 
33 EMPLOYEES: ........................................................... 
NCrrs'mrED 
SALES: ................................................................ 
4 .  tJIAJKET: DOMESTIC d CARICOM EXTRA-REGIONAL, IJf 
CONSUMER & 
6. TYPE OF OPERATION: 
ONE-OFF OR VERY S W  BATCHES /1 
MEDIUM TO LARGE BAKBES d' 
7 .  PROCESS/TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL: 
SCIENTIFIC OR TECHNOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY 




8 .  PEIGONNEL : 
Z .............................. NO. OF MANAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY STAFF: 
................................ NO. OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL STAFF: 
33 ......................................... NO. OF WORKER5 I N  PRODUCTION: 
X 
9 .  FINANCE: PRIVATE AND INSTITUTIONAL: ................................. 
l o .  SERVICES PEWORHED BY CTCS: P-Ia  BASIC 
ALX30UNTIK REQRDS- 
1 1 .  CLIENT SATISFACTION KITIi CONSULTrCNCY SEIZVICE. 
VERY SATISFIED & S A T I S F I E D  
1 2 .  TIMELINESS OF CTCS'S RESPONSE TO CLIENT'S  REQUEST. 
FAST d ACCEPTADLE D SLOK 
1 3 .  CLIENT'S VIEW ON DURATION OF VISITS.  
DISSATISFIED 
COST SHARING 50% & RlLL COST /-7 ,CONDITIONAL 
15. AGE/DaREE-OF-DEVELOPMENT OF ENTERPRISE: 
16. ASSOCIATED/A'ITRIBUTABLE BEHEFIT IN EVNCl'IONAL/OPERATING AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CrCS ASSIGNPIENT. 
CLASSIFICATION OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IMPROVEMENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change Major change/ 






Confidence in know-how/ 
Trained Manpower 
2 .  ECONOMIC 
Profit/Sales/Operating 
Costs/Product Costs. 
Management & Supervisory 
Plan & Control. 
)(arketing/Sales Plan & Control 
Accounting 6 Finance Plan & 
Control. 
J 
Production Plan 6 Control/Praluctivity 
Gains. 
DATA COLLECTED IN INTERVIEWS/SITE VISITS WITH USERS OF CI'CS SERVICE, 
FEBRUARY - MARCII, 1989 
PAUL JOSEPH AND CCMPANY - DaaNICA A. 1. NAME: ................................................................. 
SmsKE 2 -  OWNERSHIP AND UANAGmNT: ........-..-.....--............. 
SIZE: 
INVESTMENT: 




5 -  PRODUCT/SERVICE: 1) Production of Pasta products 
2)  P r d u c t i o n  o f  HDPE Film 
3) Flexographic colour printing opera t ion  
6. TYPE OF OPERATION: 
ONE-OFF OR VERY SMALL BATCHES 
HEDIUH TO LARGE BATCI1ES 
7 .  PROCESS/TEClINOLOGICAL LEVEL: 
SCIENTIFIC OR TECIMOLOGICIU, COMPLEXITY 





f NO. OF WAGERIAL AND SUPERVISORY STAFF: .............................. 
NO. OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECIWICAL STAFF: ................................ 
4 NO. OF WORKERS IN PRODUCTION: .......................................... 
/ 
9. FINANCE: PRIVATE AND 'INSTITUTIONAL: ................................. 
11. CLIENT SATISFACTION WIT11 CONSULTANCY SERVICE. 
VERY SATISFIED 'Id SATISFIED 
12: TIMELINESS OF CTCS'S WSPONSE TO CLIEIJT'S REQUEST. 
ACCEPTABLE 
13. CLIENT'S VIEW ON DURATION OF VISITS. 
DISSATISFIED & 
SLOW 
slronT woIun & LONG 
(XINSULTAKC FUR FIIM AND PRINTING OPEDATION WAS A MACHINE 0- 
SUPERVISOR WIlMWT AD- PKZESS EXPERIENCE. 
14. WOULD CLIENT MEET SHILRED/FULL COST OF NEXT ASSIGNMENT (INDICATED AS APPROX. 
US $2OO/DAY). 
COST S-ING 50% & N L L  COST a CONDITIONAL /7 
1s. AGE/DEGREE-OP-DEVEL0P)IEKT OF ENTERPRISE: 
GROUT" TO N O W  I.eVEL OF ACTIVITY 2 - S YRS 
HATURITY/EXPANSION/UP<RADING/DECLINE S YRS + 
16. ASSOCIATED/A'LTRIBUTABLE BEHEFIT IN ~ I O N A L / O P E R A T I ~  AREAS GAINED BY CLIENT 
AS A CONSEQLTENCE OF Cl'CS ASSIGNMENT. 
CLASSIFICATIOH OF BENEFIT: DEGREE OF IMPROVEMENT/CHANGE 
Significant Change Major change/ 
(10-lS%)/Satisfactory (15-20%) Major 
Improvement. Improvement. 
1. TECHNOLOGICAL 




Confidence in know-how, / 
Trained nanpower 
2 .  ECONOMIC 
Profit/Sales/Operating 
Costs/Product Costs. 
Uanagement 6 Supervisory 
Plan C Control. 
Ilarketinq/Sales Plan C Control 
Accounting 6 Finance Plan C 
Control. 
Production Plan C Control/Productivity 
Gains. 
